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NIGHT WATCHMEN
AT ALL CROSSINGS

PADUCAH. KY.. WEDNESDAY EVENING. OCTOBER 24. 1906.
ROOSEVELT

Knows Where to Hit and Slakes the
Home Rune,

THE GOVERNOR WAS
HERE LAST NIGHT

DIES SHIELDING HIS tssitILANT
----Rich Illinois FATIIIVE is. 'Murdered in
%fp:II-Him. %toner.

YOUNG QUAILS

Teske. man 'awes His Witt- to Her
Death.

SURPRISES BURGLAR
SHOOTS AT HIS LIGHT

MEMORIAL

ISLANDERS LEARN
AMERICAN WAYS

LIVELY ROW

FORMER ACTOR

FEHR BREWERY

COLD WAVE

CONFERENCE

DISCIPLE OF FAGIN

POPE IMPROVED

S

%t all JUD.Ss

-- —
Waterloo. Ill., Oct. 24.- -Iterwing
Houston, Tex. Oct. 24 -At his
to telLthe name of the man who athome in Homes>.
Heights. today.
tacked him, although he was dying,
Daniel Van Valkenburgh, a wealthy
Anton Merelebach, is Hilt farmer of Board of Works Will Have A real estate dealer past middle life. Thomas Franklyn, Puts End
Renault, succumbed last night
fatally shot his wife and then fired
to
Busy Session.
To Sleep Disturbance.
the effects of an injur% 'nfileted by
a bullet into his brain, inflicting it
an enemy In a mysterious manner.
fatal wound
Some one threw a stone at hint. It
He had separated from his wife
struck his head, fracturing the skull. The City Engineer Making out Rau- two months ago and had filed a auit Burglar at Window Flashes Lantern
lithic Street Eglinuttett for the
for divorce. Today he returned, after
In 1114 Face nod Iterei‘ed Shot
Merlehach was conscious for some
l'imtractor.
a protracted absence called his young
iii itetto-ti.
time before he d:ed, and would say
son to the gate, kissed him and sent
nothing except that he knew who his
him to call his mother. Wheu Mrs.
assailant was. The residents of Renault are making an organized at- THE SEWER WORK'S PROGRESS Van Valkenburgh apeleared in the
THE Tit %NW:RI:Wool; FISCIPES.
doorway the husband tired two shots
tempt to solve the mystery and
each
of
whieh
produeed
wounds
fatal
threaten to lynch the shiyer If he It
lie then shot hiniself.
apprehended.
Mayor Yeloer today wrote letters
The board of writhe works will
Governor J. C. W. Beckham was
After tying awake for an hoer and
to Superintendent W. J. Hills of the
this afternoon open bide for street
in Paducah again last night, leaving
a half trying to make up his mind if
N., C. & It. L. railroad, and J. T.
improvement eork. There a-re the
early this morning for Bardwell and
his slumber was being disturbed by
Donovan, agent of the I. C., notifyfollowing contr-aets to he let.
ImClinton.
the wind Or a burglar trying to enter
ing diem that these roads must comprovement of Clay from Seventeenth
the house, Thomas Franklyn, residGovernor Beckham spoke at Benply with the city ordinance directing
to Nineteenth st'vets
Twanty•-secing at 1214 Jackson street. areee,
ton
yesterday
to
a
crowd,
large
and
that the railroads keep watchmen at .IRE BEING SHOT BY UNSPOIRTs.
ond from Trimble to Mildred street C0%1%111-I EE HIS PREP %RED THE secured his pistol and investigated.
was enthusiastit•ally
reeeived, lie
MAN HUNTERS.
all of the crossings In the city, dot
and Twenty-third, from Trimb'e to
PR( Wilt III F'011
On reaching the window where he
returned on the night train arriving
and night, while trains are crossing
Mildred streete, There will be several
had heard the noises he threw tip the
in Paducah at R:30. He registered
theme places.
other wetter% to eome before the
blind. Aw he did am. a dark lantern
at The Palmer and left at 4 o'clock Former Governor General Ide
jot
board from the departments.
The mayor was prompted to do Sport/Melia • Proariag to Prosecute
was flashed into his Live. and he shot
for Birdwell where he spoke this
.11ttirm.)• Berkley anti Res. and Mr.
Says
They
this by the several accidents that
The city engineer and assistants
Learn
One Man Who Is Guilty of
Rapidly
One :oad front his revolver directly
morning. Thi afternoon
he will
I.. I.. Delmont to
have happened at the crossing recentare engaged In making out eatimatee
the Art.
at the light
There Wag El semen),
speak at Clinton.
Speak.
for the bettilithle street and ridewalk
ly, and more particularly. by the acand the light disappeared snit
Colonel Edward 0. Leigh, secretacident at the Jefferson street crossimprovement on Jefferson and Kenburglar escaped.
ry to Governor Beckham. arrived New yoek Women Frenzied With
tueky avenue and aide streets just
ing of the Illinois Central Monday
Franklyn works in the dr departGrief
Death
Over
of
ItAiiies
Sportsmen in the local ISInois Cen- from Frankfort this morning and is
completed this summer
The committee on program for the ment of the local lilinote Central
eight when William Alien, a driver
The conCommits Suicide.
tral shops residing In the vicinity of here on business.
crete pavement work Walt done by Red Men memorial eerVices has ar- shops, lie retired early last night.
for the overland transfer which runs
The governor and Colonel Leigh
Sisteentla and Te.nneeeese streets, are
from 'here to Mayfield, was Injured
Thomas Bridges ;and the street by the ranged all but the musical features, and was disturbed by the whitlow
preparingto "turn up" a sportsman are yer• confident at the governor's
by a switching freight train bearing
Southern Flit flit hie company, nerve- this. being left to Mrs. S. H. Winstead, shaking
lie imagined
he
heard
sto A openly violating the game success at the primary. The reeep- WHAT
THE
N'I HES
down on hlm.
ai %I'. agitating the risakinr out of two sets organist at the Methodist church.
steps those his side a intina and co nlaws. He Is alleged to be daily kill- titans in west Kentucky have been
of estimates.
The speaker via lbe Attorneys Al- manksted with Dick Anderson. who
"I notice there are quite a good ing
very gratifying, and the reports from
young quail out of season.
The work on the new aowerage ben Barkley and J. S. Roam. The for- resides' in the other half of the
many accidents occurring at the railtene"We notice him daily with his gun every section of the state are midisprogresaing very rapidly. mer will speak cm the purposes of ment, Anderson had heard no noises
road crossings, and notify you, for
Honolulu, Oct. 24.-Former Gover- district is
en route to the woods. and on his re- factory to the governor and
his
the public safety to keep a watchman
nor General ide, of the Philippines. and Centraetor Bridges, who has the the order and the latter's will be an and F'ranklyn retired again. He return has abundance of game, prin- friends.
work, is pushing it witit great rtgor. eulogistic address. Mr. L. L. Be- mained awake for an hour and a half
'Or Mittman, both day ond night,
arrived
today on the steamer Hong
cipaliy young quabl," one well known
While here Colonel Leigh will also
Work is now twine done on West bOta sill conduct the ceremonies.
and shortly aftet
utile trains are passing at these
12 o'clock the
sportsman declared 'The
are confer with local men on the local Kong Meru, en route to San Fran- Kentucky avenue,
The dead to be honored Sr.' Jacob noises eontrnuing, he decided on tiestarting at Ninth
places, and at any and all streets in not hardly large enough to birds
limo.
In
an
interview,
General
[tie
fly well. situation, and probably tip it off to
lion with the above reevilts.
been Foil. wade Short,
the city of Paducah," is the way the
said the Filipinos are rapidly learn- street, and excavations have
and we are preparing to 'turn him up' them how to run a successful
camWinston anti J31111,g F.
"I do not thiuk I missed the burgmayor's letter reads.
ing American political methods in made for over two blocks and a good William
to Fred Hoyer, the game warden. paign. The local contingent
le the
lar," FrankiYn Otelared. "He may,
municipal affairs, and elect their own deal of pipe put down. The work Is Crow
"I think the public safety demands There is a heavy penalty attached to
Democratic party !seemingly Is in
to he completed by March 1, 1947.
however, have cried out from fear or
officers. He predicted
this, as I say In my latter," said the killing game of any kind out of seawithin ten
need of such instructioas.
surprise at the suddenness: of my atNew National Bank.
Years they will be an integral part of
mayor today, "and I Intend to have
:Madisonville, Oct. 21.-- Morton's tack. I failed to note if tie was
U. S Jetted company Next.
the United State*, and said the isrbe law obeyed. I don't wish to imFear Anolber Outbreak.
Coitinibus, 0.. Oct. 23.- The bank, one of the oldest banking in- white or black as the light blinded
lands are more completely Pacified
pose any extra expense on the railTreasure Ship Overtbse.
Siedkse, Poind, Oct. 23.-Fearing
United States Steel corporation. the stitutions in Southwestern Kentucky. me."
road that should not he borne, but
New York, Oct. 24 -That the another outbreak, the population haa than ever before.
bereeet of ell trusts, is likely to be has just recently applied for a charThe shot awakened man
neighwhere the roads have train* runniag British steamship
Arabistan, with 'petitioned the Itorernof-itenterel to
the next selected for attack by At- ter to
become a national bank, and bors and reused a -'relit deal of exat all hours of the night they must 93,000,000 in gold aboard, is eve remove front the city the Nerve and
Wonuta Suit'ides,
torney General ,Wade lUs. Having
citement.
Nsir
keep watchmen."
Frensied by drawn bkstatt from tee Standard OD this week the charter was received
days overdue somewhere between Debits pegimente, the reek and Me
- - -Which now places I hike splendid bankThe press of the city has been mak- San Lucia and Porto Rico was adttlit- of whtrh ere showing a hostile spirit rite thought that she ass esponslble oompany. he will turn has attention
Tobacco Case Met.
toward Jews.
ing
•
oncern
under
for
the
Une:e
Sam's
death
seof
her
twin
babies,
to
sufthe
company.
steel
ing such a request for poise time ted today by the New York agents,
Washington. Oct. 21.-Th• supervi-lon.
focated during the night stale %lettanti lhe mayor's order wtil be appre- Norton & Sons, In the Produce Expreme court of the United States toTh.s makes the first
ing with her. Mrs John McElroy Is
national
ciated by the publit . The N.. C. & change building
day set the hearing of the cases of
bank
In
Itipk.e.
prostrated
with
grief. No blame is
St. IL claims, that it does not run any
the United States+ vs. Falk & Bro. of
attached to the woman. It Is suptrains at night and the mayor says In
New York for Dec. 3 next. The
posed
she
drew
the
bed
clothes
over
each a ease he will not demand a
question
to be determined III whether
them,
preventing
them from breathwatehtstan, but where a train or
WHEN
Wt MEN
imported tobacco Is dutiable on the
SU FF'RAGISTS ing
ESSAYS
A
ROLE WHICH MAI•
trains are pasting at any hour of the
heals of its weight. when It enters or
ARE ARRAIGNED,
GET HiM INTO TROI•BLE.
night he says the road* meet have a
when it is withdrawn from
war.
Freighter tepee Down.
watch man
MAY LOOK ITS CHARTER FOR
GETs SIDE-TRACKED
ON THE houses,
New
York,
Oct
24
freight
-The
CAMPAIGN OONTRIBUTION.
---• •—a—
W.1,1' HERE, IT SEEMS.
Women Sympathisers Engage in a steamer Easton burned to the water's is Aertpied of Stealing Two Overedge and sank today on the ConnertiStruggle With the Pollee Lecoat. Front the marble hell
eta shore off Long Island sound, just
tag Teeth and Naito.
Effort I.. to He Made to Put the
before daylight. The ateetner PuriSome People Are
While
Company (hat of the
tan stood by the boat to take off the
Others
}loped
for
state.
crew
and stew that all men had left.
HELD AT THE HHOIDW.C1 M. E.
It.
STOLE NINE PAIRS TROUSERS
Charles Tromaine, a well-seasoned
CHURCH LIST NIGHT.
London, Oct. 24.-A lively row ocAND OTHER APPAREL.
setor
who
Safe
seems
have
Blower
to
seen better
(langht.
curred this morning
when women
Toledo, 0., 0.1. 24.-After a run- days: G. W. Wilson, proprietor of
Lexington, Oct. 24.-As the result suffragiats were arraigned for creThe cold wave which the weather
ning lire in which thirty shots were the Marble Hall aa!oon: Lyman Wila
of
ating
disturbance
In
the
the
house
of
confession
RPv, J. W. Blackard Will Also Hold
of Charles P. Dehfired, Patrolman ()leery succeeded in son, his son, Charles Groathart. a bureau predicted for this locality Is Ordered Rack to the Reform School
ler, secretary of the Frank Fehr parliament yesterday. Several poOne at the Third Street Church
capturing one of the men alleged to river man; a pawnbroker and Eliza last night failed to arrive, fooling
11) City Judge Paryear
Brewing company, that the corpora- licemen suffered
in the struggle
Tonight.
have attempted to blow a safe at Evetts, colored, were the actors in ihe forecaster. However, this is a
Today,
tion of which he is an officer, in the with women who fought, bit and
Tontogony this morning. The Police one of the worst mixed up shows ev- favorite stunt of the elements. The
uniforms, bleeding
campaign of 1903 contributed 93,- kicked.
Torn
were notified that the men were on er preented In
police court this coal men and retail merchants were
nails scratched, the
500 to S. W. Hager, chairman of the faces where finger
hoping cooler weather would come,
way to Toledo. The battle oc- morning.
Raw. J. W. Slackard, D, D., presidDennis Reed the 16-year-old negro
Democratic campaign committee for left marks on the officers. A sent- curred
in the outskirts of the city.
ing elder of the Paducah district
"It's a bad engagement I'm play- but many peop:e are satisfied with boy arrested
lam week by Patrolmen
political purposes, sensationalt de- ence of two months' imprisonment
the
present
Indian summer article'
Methodist church, held
ing this time," the actor explained,
quarterly
Terreil and Brennan while wearing
was passed on agitators for refusal
velopments are promised.
conference at the Broadway Metho-and I will appreciate it, judge. If The perdictiona for tomorrow are nine pairs of trousers,
several shirts.
It is said on excellent authority- to give bond to keep the peace, and
dist church last night and will hold
you will deal as leniently witn me fair and cooler. and probably sheiii- two pairs of socks and with
pronounced,
keys and
sentence
when
the
that
was
an
effort
will
be
made
to
have
one tonight at the Third street
as you can," and there was more ere and cooler tonight. Note, it Is other junk about his person,
the franchise of the brewery compa- women In the court room
cried
will he
church.
"probable."
always
truth than poetry in Trentain's adreturned to the reform mr-hool. This
"Shame
Shame!"
ny
Dr.
which
Dehler
of
officer,
is
an
Dr. lEackard arrived home yestermiselon.
was the decision of Police Judge E.
PONTIFF'S
PHYSICIAN
FINDS
day and will leave tomorrow. He It. forfeited. An Important conference
Tremain went to the Marble hall RED CHARGES PRISON TORTURE II. Pitryear today after the boy
tat'
the HALTS SALE OF CHIPAGO MEAT.
RIM MUCH REITER.
him, rounding up his work for the was held here yesterday.
sialoon.Sunalay to sleep, and was givbeen presented beTore him daily
'drat
step
to
compel
the
forfeiture
of
year in the district which is In a
en-a room next to Proprietor Wil- Alexander, Berkman Says- Cruelty since arre•1.7
prosperous condition under hie able the franchise was taken. It la known City Chemist of Cleteland Finds In.
son's room, over the saloon. Monday
Cause% Death and Insanity.
Refftl is a bard customer. lie Was
v.
Jus Preoperative I med.
direstion, and will make a splendid_ That A prominent attorney has been
left and
And Wilt Permit an .Indience With Morning Tremaine
the
--sent to the reform achool from beret
retained
so prosecute the rase, and
showing at the annual conference la
Pittsburg,
a Party of English Pligrintit
father and son's overcoats were missOct.
24.- Pittsburg for bicycle stealing, and cbaime that
Cleveland, Oct. 24 --William Pate,
some definite action will be taken
November;
Tomorrow,
ed. One Tremain pawned and the anarchists heard an address tonight he was discharged on account of illJr , city chemist. found today that
this week.
second he gave to Charles Grosshart, Sy Alexander Berkman. who served ness. He had never gone back, and
It is not positively known
that each of ten samples of meat submitFAST FLYER DELAYED.
who sold It to Elzy Evetts. Both many years in Riverside penitentia- Judge Put-year ordered Chief of PoGoy. Beckham is the Instigator, but ted to hint was preserved with sodium
Grosehart and the actor were charg- ry for shooting H. C. rfleks the mul- lice James Collies to telegraph and
sislphite.
which
considers
Pate
Mr.
Rome, Oct. 24.-Dr, IAponni this
Train From New Orleans: Was Pere it hp a fact that several of his closest
ed with obtaining money under false ti-millionaire steel master, during see if there ass room for him in the
political friends have been in consul- the most injurious preservative in morning found Pope Pius improved
Hours Late This Morning.
the Homestead strike in 1892. Berk- reform schtkil. lie was sent origPretenses, • felony.
sample*
use,
were
the
Ail
shipped
In
view
of his improvement the pope
tation with attorneys to trite end.
Grosshart
claimed
man attacked prison customs, seine- inally for a term expiring at his maTremain
gave
here from Chicago. An order was decided to receive the Engliph pilThe fast "flyer," No. 104, from They declare that the letter written
him the coat and Tremain says he chilly the poor tone and the cruelty jority, leaving five years to serve yet,
immediately'
Mewed
prohibiting
the
tomorrow.
grims
New Orleans to Cliwinpati over the by the Rev. H. D. Mcbachlin, of
remembers nothing as he want:Nile to prisoners who broke the rules Ile
further safe of the meat. l'nder the
Illinois Central, was delayed live Shelbyville. Is sufficient evidence on
on "drug store whisky.said that he had known cases where
A Knotty Problem.
present
there
law
penalty
at
is
no
for
YEARNS
FOR
which
CHICAGO:
SUICIDE
to lay- the foundation for the
hours this morning by a derailment
After hearing the evidence Judge prisoners died after being chained
Police Judge E. H. l'uryear Is
*hipping impure Or preserved meals
proceedings
looking
to
the
forfeiture
at Curve, Tenn., ana a score of pas
reserved
his
Puryear
decision. by the wriete for days in a dungeon wrestling with a knotty problem, and
into the city,
Woman Kills Self In Texas am Letter
eengers from Paducah were forced of the franchise.
There are some points in contention. and had known other eases of In- has twice continued deciding the matof Relief Arrives.
Section 150 of the Constitution
Revival at Woodville.
to suffer a wait in the depot until
ter because he cannot fully rome to
the defense alleging the act is sim- saibity from similar _treatment
A successful protracted meeting is
6;30 this morning. The train was due penalizes the act of any corporation
a conciliation just as to "who's who
ply petit larceny.
Galveston. Tex., Oct. 24.-Mts. H.
at 1:20, A freight car left the track contributing money; to any political now in progress at the Methodist
Arthur Jones rented a beach on
SOLITARY
SURVIVOR
and the Fulton wrecker replaced It. organization to be used for campaign church in Woodville. It is conduct- B. Anderson, aged 12 years, recently
market and built a wooden caging
Robert Louis Stevenson's; favorite
ptirpnApin.
ed by the pastor, Rev. W. P. Hamil- from Chicago, committed euielde recreation was playing the flute, in
'No one was injurel.
Of Party of Thirty-Three Men Who about it. He got this permission
ton, formerly In Marge of the Third here today, becange she was home- order, as he Paid, to tune up his
from the hoard of public
works.
Went Adrift During Storm.
FINED AND PRAISED BY COURT. street Methodist church in Padneah. sick and despondent over the fact Ideas.
New York. Oct. 24. -The solitary There is an erdlnance saying no frame
DUCHESS SAFE AFTER FLIGHT
'i that she could not return to the I!
survivor of thirty-three men adrift on structures can be built within the
ilinoia city. She made a rope from a
Sian Who Stint to Defend Womanthe barge or houseboat Halfy, from fire limit, and Chief Wood swore out
Fewest for Balloonists Who Asscend'sheet and hanged herself from
it
From Husband Upheld by Judge.
Lower Matacornbi Key, on tbe coast a warrant against Jones for its vioed in Italy Are Ended.
transom. While she was struggling
CaTMI, 11.1.. Oct. 24.-John
WEATHER-Showere and coolof Florida, during the terrific gale lation. It Is now "up to" Judge Fur
Milan, Oct. 24.--The Duchess of who was Indicted
In the death agony, the postman deIt Is the daily average circufor shooting Wiler title afternoon or tonight.
of October 18, was brought Into this yearto decide if the board of works,
Aosta, who ascended
In a balloon liam Newman because the latter atlation of a newspaper that the
livered a letter from her brother In
Thursday fair and colder. The
Port [odes by the steamer El Paso. which has control of the market
from the exposition grounds yester- tacked his wife
shrewd advertiesr investigates-- Chicago, which he placed under the
on the street, was. totemperature
higliesa
remelted
He is John 'Rumen. of Siefert, Tay- house, can give surh perimaston.
day morning, accompanied
by the day fined $21; In IN•e circuit court by
"High Water" days don't count.
door, It villa' n cheering nutmeg(
'
yesterday was WS end the
lor county, Fla.. and he declared that
Baron and Baroness Perrone di San Judge P. A Pearce, who remarked
The Sun's daily average last
from home, begging the woman to he
eat today Was. Aft.
he saw eight of the thirty-two others
Robert Browning could
not s't
Martino and of whom no news was while imposing the penalty -that had
monek sass Mae.
happy sad adePtIriff Thil'ThlltoIIes
drowned, and believes that all of still. With the constant
shuffling
of
heard- 411 dity Yelderdar, landed he been ott,the jury ha, Would have
end trigigiportatben for her to come
them *mit d'osto when the barge. bii feet hOlea Were Worn It The 03
**Mi.
)
, tit °Asinine (PAilda
arettitted the Mintiest
to chipety tied been fortenriltel
k•wodered.
Pet
Warsaw, Intl., Oct. 24 --Senator
Beveridge, in a speech here toda;
said his attention hes been called to
Makes City His Headquarters
Mayor Directs Local Railroads what Bryan has said of hint.
Bryan was quoted as saying that
In Distriet Tour.
To Provide Them All Night. Roosevelt was doing all right and that
Beveridge Milked all right now, said
Beveridge, "If that's she case I ask
Us and Had an Enthusiastic Receipt ion
Prompted to Do So By Recent Acci- all Democrats to support
at
make It unanimous."
dents at reteutinicat, and Pubik
Renton 1 eitterday-Speak. at
Continuing, the senator declared
Requests.
litardwell anti Clinics.
the reason Bryan never hits the ball
Is because he strikes not where it is
but where he thinks it is. "The reaORDER WILE. BE APPRECIATED. son Theodore Roosevelt 14
making EDWARD 0. LEIGH IN TOWN
home runs," said the senator, "is because he knows where the ball Is."

•

IMPROVEMENT BIDS
TO BE OPENED TODAY

10 CENTS PER WEEK

P tGE TWO

THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN

IIILLIOLS OF GOLD..... SRKED IIIMSELF 4A
.PRIME,
PRINCIPALS
COIN' MAY BE LOST INTO IIIS GRAVE
Of HI-LO Baking Powder are
quality and price.
It is pure, and
has
wonderful
leavening power
and unvarying
strength. One heaping'teaspoonful perfectly leavens a quart
of flour.

Fear Felt For Treasure Ship One Employe of Governmeat
In Heart of Storm.
Earned His
.

WEDNESDAY. Ot TODER 24. /

TRAINED NURSE

samommammonanmpo
•

ala

After Years of Experience, Advises Women In
Regard to Their Health.

Timely
Suggestion

Mrs. Martha Pohlman
of 55 Clipeeer Avenue,
Newark, 1,01., who is a
gradUmiSlimes from the
IIe.4el.yTanIg School,
WiseitIngion Continues to Get sews Affilaikal for Herter Waterways Is at Philadelphia, and for
de years Chief Maio
ta the t:reat Storm That
%levities Wills leveler Seeppoort
Nurse at the Philadeliti ,
its Weer.
teuept Gulf.
Stspitni, writes the le
printed below.• She has
the ad vasitarsof personal
year
experience, besides her
WINKED
CHINES:IC
CUSTOM
AT.
professional
educatiou,
DETAILS Aitie STILL LACKING
Superior to iffl in pastry
and what she has to say
use
may be absolutely relied
and cake baking, yet
tiPolo•
equally good for biscuit,
Many other women are
Washiugton, Oct. 24.- In the poemwaffles, muffins, aril
Washington, Oct. 24—The federal
aillicted as she was. They
Etel)n S. Hall, former chief can regain health in the
hag
of
griddle Cake/.
government is still receiving reports
of the dies sod mail division of the.
from the storm-swept district which postofillee depastmeet, it. contained a same way. It is prudent
to heed bl.14:11 advice from
Conforms with all
indicate that the loss of life and Morai that will appeal to thwe ...R- such a source.
pure food laws,
property has sot been exaggerated. isen* who look on work with cold- Mrs. Pohlman writes:
"I aint firma; perineded,
State and National.
The most important news received nese It not with aversion. For 36 e•ft:
ta
lliventor
Its honest price
today was of the fears felt for the years Mr. Hall worked ((Sr the goy- with
E. =is
V
hat IC
:
a theine
safety of the treasure laden steam- trnment without availing himself of lithe enematimmel
—a dime a pound
or
leave
taking
Kirk
a
his
vacation.
Mr say ad1sriag lemma 'to
ship Arabistare which should have
—commends it as
even for ono day. This week he alit.- me."
arrived at San Juan. Porto Rico,
the -economy of
cinched to overwork. He now Hos ."Innlisdiataly after my
marriage I found that my
three dab. ago with $3,000,000 in
at rest in Oak Hill cemetery. For health began to fail me. I is.
the age." At your
gold on board from the Argentine. seers friends of Mr. Hall had tried In elliUs• weak
and pale, with
grocer's.
She sailed front St. Lurie on October vale to induce him to,take a vaca- severe beatingdows podza,
dirartid hackarboa sat fieIS and must have been In the heart tion. Heads of the departmeat land gawp&myspells. VW'dorm's
CCATIINENTAI. BAKING
of the great him-lean*. which swept they were man) In the span of Mr. prescribed foe me,7.1 1 thd
potting. COMPA•Y
I woad bloat
ow.' improve.
the Caribbean Sea. MP was due at Hell's servieer did all but order Wu •
W *shoe tine belpently
• Nashville. Tana.
San Juan on October 19. No word to take a rem. To all entreaties and Mama naetwased. .1 hod
down through my limbs ao I could bility,
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owners are said to be decidealy unlag family. His father was employed
'a Vitiotahlo Compound, however, and hopelessness,
they phould rememPs Sy.
in the treasury department before mired sno within $Dor months. Siam that ber there is one tried
and true remedy.
time
1
hews
hod tiontion to rocanknond !Ito
The Arabistan wa•• In trouble a the civil war. One brother, Edward,
a imam of potinelis mirroring from all Lydia E. Dinkliam's Vegetable Comyear ages At that time her crew mu- held a $2.'ouo position in the war de- farms 41 lisetele
_4111budttes, and-I Sad that pound at otter removes inch troubles.
etorMiered un forional
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or her officers died from wounds re- place.
The needlesssuffering of women from
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served in a fight with the mutineers.
is•greed madicine tar sick women."
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to see. me mosey
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Several others had been badly hurt.
Money cannot buy such testimony as doctors who do notwhich
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help them- Is an
alone can produce moth re- enormous waste. The
Her preesnt cargo of geld is
pain Is cured
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Tack of Details.
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free Teal
'When women are troubled with ir- daughter-In-law of Lydia g.. rialtham,
There le still a lark of details of inunh for Kent tick y •ad Tennessee. regular, suppressed
painful
or
perioda,
her
assistant for many years before her
t -od Quickest Cure for all
and, in fact for the entire eolith. for
weakness, displacement or ulceration decear-e, and for twenty -Sve years
raaGAT and LUNG TAGUS- -ots of life In Florida, hut It must with the developmetat
of
Ohio.
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of the female organs, that bearing- sines her advice has been freely riven
have been !liege, according to a re
WM, or MONEY BACKLiostoolPor and Missouri rivers the down feeling, Inflammation. backache, to sick women. In her great experiport received today from the gov- comnierce of all states
that lie neat' bloating(or dateleare). geserat debili- owes which covers many years, she
ernment observer at Jupiter, which those 'dreams will be given a marvel- ty, indigestion. bad nervous prostra- has probably had to deal with dozens
Human Blood Marls.
tion, or are beset with such symptoms Of OW* just like yours. Her advice
was In the storm-swept district. The lous impetus. The announcement
was sedizziness
faintness, lassitude, excite- is strictly confidential,
A tale of horror was told be marks report Is as follows:
made in the capital this week that
of human blood In the borne of J.
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when I began taking Dr. King's New a Mote amount of
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property was ex- Kansas City fleet is merely the foreDiscovery. It completely cured me posed to the
storm and the high runner a great river squadrons that
and I bare remained well ever sea. did
damage. The telegraph Is will soon Ply ,the waters of
MIMISome
slime."' It tomes Hemorrhages, Chro- not
restored and details are unob- streams. Congressman Rs nic Coughs Settled Colds and Bronpointing out that freight can De yet
Pnyrisi. —usua4 sd., trioicr,
tainable.
chitis and Is the onlytknown care for
pike more eaen that* tiny other one cause. Such
"Maay ITmet are reported lost. Re- reed by water at one-sixth the cosWeak Lungs. Every bottle guaranHe is urging the studies
remedies *duce pipit, which is the direct cause
ports may that 90 laborers on one by rail
teed by all druggists. Sec and $1.20.
be and his colleagues are address, .
of piles.
hOnseboat and 30 on one passenger to exert
their Influemee toward heY
Trial bottle free.
steamboat are known to be lost. MaA properrhysiew ill Sot cause griping, but will
g congress increase the preset Cr.
produce an easy and ?mist\ ing bowcl ection.
ny men were washed off the low ntme appropriation of lege than St it
Mee. Anetio's Pancakes. really sekeys or drifted to sea in houseboats. 4.00,04r0 for Watt•rWas
parlor to everything. Ask grocer.
Two v.5,51:5, the British steamship to Vu.roni,u00. There is rt.
Coal will advance Nov. 1. Cars are in great deAlton anti the American otteamship believe, according to etudente of ef
your AC nicer for Momeja
Instead of weaterting the intestinal
Captain A. F. Lucas have reported fairs here, that rooftrees CaN4101 tette
mand,
and mines find it impossible to get enough
Floor. the best that is 111140.
withstand a combined pressure for
organs, as nearly all other physics do,
here having picked up houseboat
empty cars to fill orders. The excessive demand
this great national work, if It is exgives them such strength that they
crews at sea."
erted steadily and persistently from
Nursing Mothers and Malaria.
for
coal at this time is causing a shortage both in
Reports from American officials in the middle west and sotit it
are able to voluntarily perform their
The Old Standard Grove's TasteCuba now place the number of lives
coal
and cars and the sooner you get your order
functions.
In cases of constipation,
Moonlit One Hundred Dart.
lees Chill Tonic drives out malaria
lot in the recent storm at 40. There
•indigestion,
placed
dyspepsia,
Another
stomach,
for your winter coal the quicker it can be
weak
and builds up the seetem. Sold by all
evidence of chinaie gradIs no estimate as yet of the proper- ual emancipation from the chains
of
dealers for 27 years. Price So meta.
and
all
towel
other
and
stomach
disdelivered.
ti- looses. It will run into the mil- aneien.i 4.ustoni and superstition that
orders, Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin
lions. At Havana Di freigirt lighters have hound her Ito long, is found in
Delays will be expensive to you, so or ier now.
gives immediate and permanent relief.
were sunk in the harbor, and the wa- the fact that Sir Chentung LiangChong,
the Chinese minister, will reter* of the bay are filled with mer.All druggists sell Dr.Caldwell's Syrup
Luzerne Coal is the best produced in Kentucky.
chandise, which was loaded on small gale his poet in spite of the fact that
Pepsin
at
so
cents
and
$1.00
a
bottle.
We
are
exclusive agents.
vowels sad lighters. All Olt will be his mother is dead. Chinese cusFree sample bottle will be sent upon
tom dictates that the period of
lost.
Iseernieg must be Gar** years. but an
request to those who have never tried it.
iespertel decree has Just been .•
Your money back if it don't berkellt rot,.
Is the Moue Inhabited.
calved which permits Sir Li .
Science has proven that the moon Chung to curtail the term to too
Pepsin Syrup Co. ▪ Monticello, Ill.
has an atmosphere, which makes For that period the minister will
ilinfactivers of
life In some form possible og that he seen socially or diplomatically
satellite, but not for human beings. and his work will be carried on hi
who have a hard enough time on subordiaabes. Hitherto Chinese ofthis earth of ours; especially those ficials to tills toiletry who sit tiered
Sell on Installments art'
who don't know that Electric Bit- losses of -.parents whi:e in office,
were compelled to resign -and return
take old instruments in
ters cure Headache, Biliousness, Mahome.
laria
Chills
Jaundice,
and Fever
exchange.
Mutiny in Navy.
Dyspepsia, Dizziness, Torpid Liver.
Mutiny in the -navy! Mutiny.
_
DISTRIBUTING OFFICE Kidney complaints, General Debili- against
the orders of the president,
I Gay le•nce.
ty and Female weaknesses. ITneeinalLee
Nance.
Jr.
M. Nome, Embalmer
5 1 8 BROADWAY led as a general Tonle and Appetiz- who is commander-inst.-hist! This is
White Ambulance fee Melt etid infurge Oy,
the state of affairs that Is amusing
BOUrquin tuner.
er-for weak persons and especially all Washington. Pevidence of direct
for the aged. It induces sound sleep. disobedience of orders_weg found
Fully gnaranteed by all druggists. this week when the "proceedings of
Undertakers and E.rnbalmers
of the Naval Institute " a quarterly
Price only 50C.
New Phone/334Old Phone.699
published by officers in the United
Open Day and Night.
Phone 104l.a
States navy came from the govern
I,harger• Against Southern.
Henri°, of charges that the Bouts. ment printing office. Through page
rn railway discrimistases In furnish - after page Investigators went, breath
Mealy. and everywhere were evidences
mg este to coal mines in the Middiesthat the "Rnzevelt sistem" of epeitine
227 Broadway
GO TO
born tiletriot was begun by two mem- had been systematically
tailored
bers of the interstate commerce com- Orders were hunted to the
printing
mission at Knoxville': Tenn., yeater- office some time ago by President
For quick handles. Short orders a specialty, (live us a
trial.
day . One witness told of the chose Rooseveft to make certain changes in
PACIE'S, 119 South Third St
'orations between the Maiming coal a list of 500 words. The naval met'
concerti* sod the railway, and wave balked at the reforms and in balking
the
commander-In -chief
testimony shout the holding up of defied
Whether the mutineers are to swing 41
cars front other companies by
the
at the end of a yard-arm. he repel
railway. It was established that
nutnded or be treated with ono] Simime officials of the road formerly lence. is unknown. The
White House
held stock in the Maiming companies. is holding its peace.
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GAS HEATER
It will add immensely
to your

.

COMFORT
As an auxiliary to your
coke furnace you will find
it invaluable. With it you
can make your dining
room, sitting room or bed
room comfortable at any
hour when your coke fire
is insufficient.

TRICE
KILL

0OUCH

=

Dr.ir 's
•-•
New Discovery

e•

AT rial Will Convince You

Fog

Mail us this coupon and our
solicitor will call.

at

lies Are Caused
Phys
by

A ••

BUY YOUR COAL NOW

Dr.CAidwers Surupitpsin

•

D. H.
Baldwin & Co.

Barry & Henneberger

PIANOS and ORGANS

TO LET

BOTH PHONES 70

Several superior offices': on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices—
double offices especially adapted for dentists.

W.[MILLER &BRO.

•
•

C1UY NANCE & SON

American-German National Bank

P A G E'S RESTUARANT

SUBSCRIBE FOR ThE SUN—TEN C'..INITS A WEER

4wwwasol
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Clovierpoet Man to Take Bride.
Cloverport, Ky., Oct. 34, -- The
marriage of Miss Motile Bannon, of
leddyellle. and Mr. Joimstban J. basof Cloverport, w1:1 be solemnized
today at the home of the bride's parents, Mr. end Mrs E. G. Bannon
They will leave intmediately after
the ceremony for• wedding trip. and
will be at home In this city in No
vealbar.

Mr•I'lletr,rrti'-, Drug Store
.-

PA-

Mrs. Austia's Pancakes, really superior to everything. Ask grocer.
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COAL CO,

Remember these facts are not misleading. You can buy Kentucky or Pittsburg Coal from is,
and guaranteed, too. We give just as big bushels, just as good coal and as much coal as your
money will buy anywhere.
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WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER.24.

A VERY GREAT
HEADQUARTERS
MAN IS HEARST HANDS OF ENEMY
HIM Done Everything Except Anti-Hearst Men Campaigning
Create The Universe.
Against Nominee.
he New lurk Caneassepe Is Noe a
Veritable Whietwind of frt.
chestiest.

1.11/101t -kern PS 00156

The recent conviction of the New
Yore Central is the sugar rebate
eases mad the ludietruent today of
Jaws Owedoe Beneett and other MBchile of the New York Nereid for pub
listens indecent advertisements apleirently flinched his eztrevagent
cheers, one of which was that it was
he who forced the Republican party
to pas, the new railroad rate law I I
congress

e

aA

•

(taw

The avarage voter in Madison
Sgessre Garden had but a vague idea
what the rate law was. but, Hearst
sale he dtd it, and OW was conclusive to tbeir minds. So when he
settled over the speaker's stand and
edged; "And, in friends, I did these
Mises for the public good, and for
the public good alone." they seemed
to belerre him espies-illy end would
not let him complete fits decharatioa
that -the hest guarantee of my sincerity is the powerful enemies I have

of

Ilse

ttf an

Mom

Inlet-v.4km

Extraordinary

flow-s

Slate

Campaign.

WRONG. .1)

!key York. Oct. 24.—The spew*
made by Hearst last • might was short
sue coacise. He claimed the earth.
lie has done everything that has been
dole, since he started his first New
York neweilepce and else& he said
wits straight from the shoulder and
has enough of the appearance of truth
to make it effective.

Ii

.,
_
WOMA,N
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ATTEMPT AT

EX1'L1NATION.

Albany, N. le, Oct. 24.—Inveatigalion today of time reported "seizure"
of the pertuaneut headquarters of the
Democratic 'state coialtbittest in this
city by Ltemocruta opposed to thi•
candidacy and elertiou for governot
of William Randolph Hearst developed one of the most interesting 141/1131Pi of the prevent extraordinary state
campaign. The no
-ale facts learned
today are that the rent of the present
state headquarters, at No. 44 State
street, has been paid since July, and
in advance until next Mal
by exMayor Thorns* M Osborne, of Auburn, who has front the outset been
one of the moot earnest opponents of
Mr. Hearst's candidacy, that yesterday afternoon State Conamitteentati
Pat E. McCabe and the Democratic
county contatittes officers; moved their
effects to the ('ouut) ematoittee room,
in another building, and then hurried
to New York to report the situation
I. Mr. Hearst and State Chairman
Coenore and that this morning a
large force of stenographers is at
work in the state seeret headquarters
In a campaign declared by those direveille it to be "GA- the beat latereats of the Democratic party."
This work, it is alleged, is bei,
done practically trader the direction'
of Mayor Osborne and other Demo
cram whose opposition to Mr. Hearst
has been constantly avowed. Mr.
Osborne was the moving spirit In the
so-called "Albany conference " held
here .September
by Democrats desirous of preventing Mr. Hearses
nomination and at the Democratic
este convention at Buffalo were active In the same caner.

Republimets Alive to Situation.
This beginning of Hearses final
spurt in the campaign shows the tremendous pressure being put into the
fight. It has aroused the Republicans
to the danger of the situation. While
Hearst will bend bils energies for a
few days counteracting the tinfavoe
able trend In Man-batten the Republican* will center their energies out of
Oabonse Explains.
town. For this reason Charles E.
Auburn, N. Y. Oct. 24 --In re,•
Iturthea started on his final swing in ence to a dispatch from N.PlY
the up-state counties today.
relative to the alleged seizure of the
Democratic headquarters at Albany.
Labor Situation Goes %%lease.
The labor nieration all went wroeit Thomas H. Osborne gave out the folwhille there was away and the al- lowing statement today:
"The present headquarters were
leged champion of the working (least* was ,put in the attitude of having established several year's ago by Sento 'defend himself against the con- ator Hill and have been maintained
demnation of the Central Federation by individual contributions, my own
union. There was a long fight in the among others. As the prawn( Demmeeting of the Central Labor body of <wrath! state committee was making
Man-batten and after bosses of con- use of them, and believing that the,
flict in which charges of bribery were could be made an available adjunct
freely •made, all the leaders of the of the reenter Demorrittie organtreIndependent', league got was a ream- tion, 1 have paid the rent and secured
lution stating that New York labor a (ureter lease of the rooms. There
men had not repudiated him at a we's no "seizure," and there is no noformer meeting Them was no affirm- meaty for anyone to get excited over
ative action, no out-and-out indorse- the matter. Everyone who has a
right or tree to any of the property
ment of Hearst.
there can get it without any trouble:
and the headquarters will continue to
The alphabets of the various languages of the world very front 12 to he used for furthering the best Inter202 ;otters. That of the Hawaiian ests of the Densocratle party."
language has only 12 letters, while
that of the Tartars is at the other
HOTEL SHRIVALS.
end of the list.

Palmer—J, A. Rutter and wife
Hardin. Ky.: Reuben Steifel. St
sad Louts; it. W. Stewart, New Orleans,
Tom Jones, Cluelealste On.; Stern.
Mehemet clowns al
(lentlensen.--1 has, used
New York: J C. Goodiman. RochesTatuct•
Dsodallon
your
tereN. Y.; Dan Cable Buffalo, N. Y..
+tad Nee raYS•11 and In my
Ith very grant) roma.
,
Edw. 0. L igh. Frankfort. Ky.: D. J
Ink moons aad have the
I,Mend
of
others
aho
Maloney. Louiselle, Ky.; Mrs. H. H.
hare used them, and all
pradse them. They Phould
Proctor, Dawson, Ky.: J. R. Marshall.
5. In mery fatally. for I
hilr
oartillf are MI Volt rIsitsu for thorn. As
Murray. KY ; J. W. Green, St. Louis:
a
e Cathartle. and for Kidney and
r dlidlams. also Dials#0.-s. I know of
W. F. Garnett, HopkinevfUe, Ky.: J.
trts bolter. Tauten truly.
treat belch
1)- it A r1.2.111=T
R. Lemon, Mayfield. Ky.: R. F. Waltea AT elm smite POlt P555 'UAL PactriSL lace. Cileii-eFel Mo.: G. H. Stone.
W. R. Sel'HISRSON, Druggist.
Youngstown. O.; W. E. Wooten. Madillsortillee, Ky.
HOME ENDORSEMENT.
-Belvedere---O. T. R ndle. Owensboro, Ky.: W. B. Rue. Chicago: Mrs
Hundreds. of Paducah Citizens Can (retiree Watkins.
Kuttawa, Kee W
Tell Von All About it.
M. Wheeler, Si. Louis: A. B.
n•.
Chicago: J. L. Brasher, Louisville.
Home endorsement, the public ex- John Donohue, Memphis; C. A. West.
pression of Paducah people, should Louisville; A. C. N'ach, Chicago.
be evidence beyond dispute for every Paducah reader.
tirely the ex- 17-1.13 BOY KEPT EROM SCHOOL
perience of friends • and neighbors,
cheerfully given by theta, will carry Aged 7. MO Is w, Small Teachers
more weight than the utterances of
Fear He Would Oct Lose.
strangers residing in far-away places. Read the following:
York, Oct. 24.--Because
New
1'. W. Woodeon, of 40 South Max Birenbach, 7 years of age
Ninth street, painter, employed with weighs only 17 pounds he cannot get
C. D. Warren, 405 1-2 Broadway, Pa- into school, as teachers are afraid he
ducak, says: 'Every 'painter is more might get lore among the children,
or less troubled with his kidneys on The boy's father, Solomon Birenbach
aceount of the nature of his work. has tried over and over again to get
We all Imo* what -causes it,'bet bow his boy admitted to school, but withto remove it is a mystery, I tried tint success. .Max Maya near the
different school all day pleading to be admitlobs of medicine and
schemes, but until I procured Doan's ted but the teachers say no
Kidney Pills at DuBois, Kolb & Co's
drug attire and tobk them I met 11th
A Lacky Posamhstrears.
very indifferent success. They cured Is Mrs. Alexander. of Cary, Me.. who
the trouble."
has found Dr. King's New Life Pills
For sale by all dealers. Price
to be the best remedy she ever tried
coats. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo. fur keeping the Sternal-le Liver and
New York, hole agents fee the Valft.1 flowels In perfect order. You'll agree
States.
with bar It yea try those palates. puRe/nem bee lii., ammo-- resaues,esee 1111.0111-1.1s4,1„ lulitse new its". tittarsee
tete .19 till druggl;t4 erIce 24 s and take no ot11;
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"Woman" is

the name of a new magazine for women.
TEe first number is just issued. Your newsdealer has it.
You can get it from him,and it is worth your while getting
it. There is nothing startling about this magazine. There
should be nothing startling about a decent magazine for
women and the home. But this particular magazine is
unique among all the so-called publications for women.
You might not like it a little bit, and then, again, it might
hit your fancy good and hard.
It' you like fiction —good, wide-awake. snappy stories—

''IV

both serials and short stories—you will like
oman.:'
In fact, fiction is the big feature of the magazine.

All the other magazines for women are cast on the same
model—a little bit of fiction, a few articles, more or less
chit chat, some wise advice, a fashion department and a
smattering of general miscellany. "WOMAN" doesn't
look any more like this conventional model than a yellow
dog looks like a race horse. It is built on new lines for a
strictly woman's publication. To know what it is like you
will have to get a copy of it. It would cost too much to
tell you all about it in this advertisement.

I

My delicate cakes are
not spoiled by bad
odors in my 'Buck's
Sanitary oven.

The price of"WOMAN" is TEN CENTS A COPY,
and the magazine is a very big one-192 pages.

Buck's steel
ranze—or Buck's heater—on thirty
dags' tree trial. This sale /ash..far thirty days only. _inv stove
.houfht this week will "he held .tir
tUture ddivery.
let III lend

,
By the way, two rattling good serial stories begin in this first number and it contains a big lot of other good things. You would
do well to ask your dealer for it betore his supply is exhausted.

THE FRANK A. MUNSEY COMPANY, New York.
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Have You Property to Rent?
Place it With

cOM PA NY

• 1
EVERYTHING TO FURNISH THE HOME
112.114.116 North Fourth Street, Paducah, Ky.

•

H. C. HOLLINS

AN EXCELLENT STAFF

Rental Department

For declining year; Is a goxl stibstantial savings account, built up during the money earning period.
Deposit part of your earnings weekly or monthly
prt* cent. compounded semiin this bank. and at
annually you will soon have a snug sum to f al back
upon.

Trueheart Building

Begin today

Dotet. worry

It's ...sr specialty

Let us do it.

Ilechanks and
Farmers Savings Bank

Mau) a nieek and long

suffering landlord grows weary of his job because he is required to listen
to wo many complaints, has to

niPut

as many demands and is.eo often put

off with —a good co-use' and filially loses his rent
poeitions of his tenant because

he

has no other tenant awl he knows tire

premises may lay Idle for a month or two.
occur to

227 Broadway

lie submits 'to the int-

Just at this

Luti-til

it

should

him the( an agent whose adtertiaement is constant') isefore7The

public could furnish a tenant in a sheet time. The 'sal -estate officelriie
market place for thoae who are in search of homes.

Desirable-tenants are

I

most easily secured through this medium, and hundreds of dellare aie an
uually saved to the landlord. _
We are fully equipped with
_ tale

the IleeetwarY

facilities for doing a

real es-

and rental trueloves, and those who ate in real estate market will find

it profitable to watch our advertisements from timato time.

We give de-

tailed desceletasse of every piece of property for ehich we base the exclusive

I

agenci._

..11.111.1.••••••••••••••

It

IVArele

H. C. HOLLINS
Real Estate and General Insurance
Telephone 137
True:hours Building

Shirt Bosoms Starched Right
Ever have your shirts returned from the laundry
with the bosom starzhed only in spots and with starch
daubed all around the neckband and sides of the
bosom?
We have a machine which saves you from such
annoyances.
No chance to daub starch all over the rest of the
shirt with this machine.
Let us demonstrate its value to you. I

THE UP-TO-DATE STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.

A
Devil's Wand Torture.
'a
Is no worse than the terrible case of
years. ,
Piles that afflicted rite ten
Then I was advised to apply Buck
lenes erne* Salve, and lees than
box permanently cured me, writes L. '
H. Napier, it Regis, Ky. Heals all
wounds, Burns an' Sores lite Magic.
26c at all druggists.

CITY TRANSFER CO.
Now located at

(Dauber's Stable.
We are ready for all kinds of hauling.

When a fortnight old the oyster is
not much larger than the head of a
pin. At the end of four years'
.3etelkieler-Lbe Market...Pea
tem live to the ago of 1210 1:i years I
•
Al'

4

TELEPI1Orif 499
_
C.ft TI4E IN TIER 'RUN.
s

For Quick Plchire Framlig
mut Wall Paperlag
Isin't (erect the pi e••
(Mr tsqw and up-ti•
aoods have arriveii
we ask that you hsy.
V U T rOOTrik paperir
and your pictures
eri hefere the h., .1
rush. This Wee • •
be given free wl

(inletOf tramiai as we I
as papering.
Sanderson & Co.
nu 1513 48 Irsliest

PAG1C POUR

rikc paburab sun.

inns mentroret EvErrons
ALL BE GRATEFUL
CHICAGO MEN
SAYS ROOSEVELT

FRIA

. WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 94.

when now and then (attention
of
certain properties contigupus to
parks already eatabliabed will
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY
not become a duty, and we seed
hardly reiterate to you the aimlute obligation to the public to
It oitroRATMD
WILL A'ISIT PADUCAH SOMETIME
ets;HER. President
buy as many as twenty Interior
K 3. PA XI4 N t. neral Manager.
IN THE NEAR FUTURE.
squares or recreation grounds,
St ilstlitIPTION RAVIMISs
so that the children in the vicin41Cuter.-d
the pnstualee at Paducah.
ity may have some place as a
an sc..end clam, matter
resort and playground, indepen1MB II %MY RUN
To
as the Guests of the ComBy carrirr, p. r ueek
1 .10
dent of streets and alleys.
mall, per month, in advance
.40
mercial Club to FritterThis
is
of especial interest to Pamall, per ytar. n ..dance
4.50
ducah citizens, because they are to
aalize.
THE 55 KEKLY sue
Per year. by tail. postage paid...11.50 vote on the question of Matting $100.- Atnd We Should Buse a Sober
ThESC,I. Paducah. Ky.
Address
000 in bonds for the construction of
Se1154' of Our BlessOe,re. 155 South ThIrd.
_Phones iialt a park system. Only, there is alAt Monday night's meeting of the
ings.
Payne & Young, Chicago and New ways this fact to be borne in mind:
Commercial club a proposition. was
York re presr
n tat i v
_
Paducah has an annual nark approconsidered to prepare for a visit
TIM SUN can be found at the follow- priation fixed by
the state and only
ing places:
from a substantial number of repto be amended by act of the legisla- PRESIDENT'S
R. D. Clements & Co.
PROCLAMATION resentative
business men from
Vain Celli, Bros.
the
ture. It applies to second class citPainter llouie.
Chicago
Commercial
association.
ies and will not be reduced, because
John
iLhi-lnnS.
This suggestion came from the Chithe other cities already have parks
to maintain and they will not perNVashington, Oct 24.---The text of cago people some time ago. The dimit any change. The proposal of the the president's Thanksgiving procla- rectors of the Commercial club realboard of park commissioners of Pa- mation, issued
follows: ising Wm importance and value of
ducah is to expend this money in
having these representative commerA Proclamation.
two or three years.start all the parks
WEDNESDA , OCINIBEIt 24.
"The time of year has come,when, cial citizens of Chicago pay Paducah
in the six wards at once thus receivin accordance with the' wise custom a visit decided at Monday night's
ing the earliest possible advantage
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
of the systeru, acquiring the land at of our forefathers, it becomes my meeting to carry out the plan, and
September. 1906.
duty to set aside a special day of with this object in view, the fol.3881
17
3975 a minimum cont, and -saving thous
and of dollars in expenses; at the thanksgiving and prayer to the Al- lowing committee of arrangements
3
.3a85
18
3948
same time maintaining a sinking mighty, because of the blessings we was appointed by President Fried4
.3878
19
3942
fund, out of which to meet the prin- have received
and of prayer that man: Mr. Ben Weille. Mr. F. L.
5
.3SSO
20
3931
cipal and interest of the bonds as these blessings
may be continued. Scott, Mr. Harry Rhodes, Mr. J. A.
6
.3902
21
3959 they
aecrue.
Yet
another
:tear
of
widespread well- Rudy. Mr. Charles K. Wheeler, Mr.
7
.3917
22
3949
The park commit:it:loners in plan- being has passed. Never
before in Earl Painter and Mr. D. W.
.3913
24
3938 ning this project have considered the
our
history
or
in
the
history
of any It Is not the intention to have he e
10
3931
26
3929 very point brought out by Assessor
other nation has a people enjoyed business men come to. Paducah untie
11
.3900
26
3935 Murphy. They intend to transform
more abounding material prosperity early spring, when conditions will be
12
.3911
27
4019 waste places and the worst tenemost favorable.
11
3950
28
4045 ment districts Into parks, tedeeming than is ours: a prosperity so great
that it should arouse in us no spirit
14
the
eye
The Chicago Commercial enact.3992
sores
of
the
29
city,
and
In4003
creasing the value of surrounding of heedless disregard of our respon- (ion is probably the most enertool,
16
3965
property, from which the city de- sibilities: but rather a sober sense and wide-awake body
Total
of bu98,478
rives its revenue.
of our blessings and a resolute pur- men in the world. A great many
Thus, Paducah will reap all the pose, under Providetice, not to
Average for September, 1906 3939
for- mellow; of capital Is represented
MIL' H. JORDAN.
material advantages and rewards of
Average for September, 1905
feit them by any act:on of our own. and owned by various members of
3656
which the Louisville
authorities
"Material well being, indispensa- this association. Paducah needs
eit ,
speak, without actually making an
Increase .
383 outlay beyond that established by ble nbough It is. can never be any- tal; Paducah need to let the w
Personally appeared
thing but the foundation of true na- side world' know what we have
before me, the state legislature.
ter,
this October 1, 1906, E. J. Paxton,
tional greatness and happiness. If to attract capital, and it Is expected
general manager of The Sun, who &fHand in hand with
Providence we build nothing on this foundation. that the proposed •rsit will open
ermi; that the above statement of the,
walks the farmer, smiling when sun then our national life will be mean- the eyes of the Chicago capitaiiof The Sun for the month and rein warm the moist earth into ingless and empty as a house where with the
importance of our rapidly'
-tt September, 190e, fit true to the productivity, looking the personifica- only the foundation has been :aid.
growing :nd bustling little city, in al
best of his knowledge and belief.
tion of nature when the season Is On our material well being must be way that will be of
subetantlal beneamigTER PURYEA le Notary Public.
backward. Modern mechanical geni- built a superstructure of individual fit, to
not only the city of Paducah,
My commission expires January us has raised a new order whose and national life,
lived In accordance but also to the visitors from the
prosperity is linked with Providence with
32, 1908.
the laws of the highest moral- Windy city.
-the stock market trader. He has
ity, or else our prosperity itself will
For Equitable Taxation.
long distance connection with Ceres,
OSCAR HoFFMAN, LINEN THIEF,
Daily Thought.
Jupiter Pluvius and the department in the long run turn out a curse inAt the Monday night meeting an
HELD OVER.
"Cheerfuluess and helpfulness pay of the interior. We
be
talk of the far- stead of a blessing. We should
important communication was receivlarge d.t4ends"
thankful for what
mer being close to nature, but if
ed from Mr. William A. Robinson of
pendetency is to be rewarded the we have received and earnestly bent
Louisville Ky., la regard to Taxastock trader should be next to na- on turning It Into a means of grace
.t Jersey Cow Among the Offenders
REPUBLICAN 'Mr TICKET.
tion. Mr. Robinson having gives this
ture: but he never is. it is the cus- and not of destruction.
That Occupy the oensiou Tide
subject great thought and study 1*
tomary thing for epeakere at farm"Accordingly, I hereby set apart
Morning.
City Judge -Emmet W. Bagby.
an expert on the question and has
ers' institutes to dwell on the farm- Thursday. the
29th day of November,
Aldermen.
been working some years to bring
er's dependence on the elements and
as • day of thanksgiving and suppli0. B. Starks, C. E. Be.!, John Far- speak of how nature may smile on
about improvements in the methods
cation, on which the
people
shall
him and make him rich, or frown
ley, W. T. Miller.
Oscar Hoffman, colored who tried
of taxation in Keattinky. The direrand destroy his wealth. But to hurt meet In their home* or their church-7 tort; of the
Cesiellstes.
Comailkirlord
desiring to steal all of the linou of the BC
ea,
devoutly
acknowle
dge
all
that
the farmer nature must indeed
First Ward---John W. liebout.
to show their appreciation of his Nic'holas hotel annex sleeping apartbut has been given them and to . pray work
Second Ward - J. M. Oehischlaeger. spurn his attentions She can
President leriodsuau appointed ments, was held over this morning by
act the coquette and ruin toe tra- that they way in addition receive the
Third Ward-H. S. Wells.
a special committee composed of W. Police Judge E. H. Pueyear
der
A premature frost, a bit of power to use these gifts aright.
Hoffman Monday night went into
Fourth Ward--H. W. Katterjohn.
P. Hummel, W. P. Bradshaw, Jr.,
"In witness whereof, I have herest:164. rumors of insect activity and
long term. F. S. Johastos, short
Sol Dryfuss, to draft,sultabie'resola- the anew:, which Is located over the
the market Is upset. and financial unto set my band and caused
the
adjoining saloon and began to bunterm.
ruin.and suicide marks the day on seal of the l'nited States to be af- tione, and take the matter up with
Fifth Ward -Samuel A. Hill.
the preset tZtroagheria the state for dle up bed clothes
One roomer
Wall street, The farmer
has his fixed.
Sixth Ward-R. S. Barnett.
the purpose of treating sentiment lel found hie bed tiesned of everything
land left and can try It again next
"Done at the city of Washington.
except the mattress and springs. Dour
year The trader lit the real sport of
School Trustees.
favor of modlied and
Improved
this 22d day of October. in the year
rooms were stripped by Hoffman who
Providence.
First Ward- J. J. Gentry.
laws on taxation.
of Our Lord. one thousand nine
dropped the bundle out of a window,
Second Ward -J. K. Bondurant
hundred and six, and of the indewent down through "e ,hotel and
Third Ward -H. C. Hoover.
If Mayor Barth, of Louisville. can
CONTRACTOR ENDS 11114 LW?..
pendence of the United States the
slipped out the back way.
Fourth Ward-Dr. C. G. Warner.
not enforce the law in that city, he
-one hundred and thirty-first.
.Hoffrosn'a wife d d not like the idea
Fifth
Ward -Enoch
Yarbro 011ed should resign in favor of someone
Aurora, Ill., Oct.24-John F. Ben- of receiving
(Seal.)
stolen
,John Murray.
property and
Ito can: for the law MB be enforcnett. a contractor, committed sui- "turned- her
"THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
husband up.
fib th Ward---Capt. Ed Parley.
ed and gamblers and bad women
cide today by shooting. Despondency
By the President:
One red Jersey cow tioas charged
driven out of any city in the union.
"ELIH1.7 ROOT, Secretary of State." due to financial troubles is ascribed with
a breach of ordinance-roamIf he is merely shamming to embarPROFIT IN PARKS.
as the cause. A surety. company
re- ing the streets without
a herder. A
Many people, all casual thinkers rass Governor Beckham, he should
cently withdrew from his bond
as fine of $5 and costs was assessed,
On the subject, regard a park sys- be impeached. At all events, Mayor
but
administrator of hi% wife's estate. time owner
has atot been found:
tem as an experoe without any re- Barth has proven himself to be a
Last week he was rittsd to appear besulting benefit that can be measured very pusillanimous person
Bud . Kitrod wimp trina to drive
•
fore the probate eourt, but failed to
in dollars and cents. Most broadthe pavement at the New Rtetinit,r
.
obey
the
summons
.
minded people, we assume, regard
hotel and ailestetted in knoeking
Somebody dropped a $5 bill on ILLINOIS CENTRAL ARRANGED
parka as municipal necessities, and
down a eaten& post, was lined 133
TO HEAT
the .floor of a department store in
CARS.
are willing to accept the better
and Costs. He remembered troth:
•••••••••••••••••••••••
bar
health of the community, the pleas- Louisville Saturday during a
about it, but several witnesses
gain
precipita
.
panic
rush
and
ted
a,
ure of the children, and the favorat'hiding Policeman Lige Crone,
that resulted in a half dozeu casualble Impression made on strangers
Tile Heating Plant 114-ing installed at
, as
Other cases: Jessie Landrum, co
actual profits on the invetement. But ties. Yesterday two women
were
l'nlen station ninon' for
tired, disorderly conduct, left open,
In Louisville, where millions have overcome In a bargain rush in Cairo.
Sam Backer, colored breach of
been expended on the construction It is time for some one to call for rethe
pease, $25 and coats.
of a park and boulevard system, that vision
of the rules, eliminating the
compares 'favorably with any in the
maws play.
country, the park commissioners and
When the new 'team heating tos
city assessor, a man wham duties do
YOU RON'T- HeVE TO WAlt
tern being installed at the union pas
Beery dose makes you feel better.
Dr.
Mitchell,
not tend to the Oevelopment of the
chief surgeon for the
1.3a.•
'tenger station is completed the pubkeeeoe your whole insides right
Sold; net the
esthetic sense, put an actual mone- Rock Island system, avers that the
mosey-beck Was everywhere. Pike 60
lic no longer will enter imconiforts
yert.
tary value on the acquisition of war on-fill-froiffs is a symptom of
able cold coaches on the local trains.
parks and have computed the in- netille disease. He Is right, but he is
The Rigors of Cold Weather.
creased value of city property by a trifle ambiguous -Itr defining whose when a local train is made tip at the
Probably at no time of the ye
station
the
ears
are not coupled Mt
reason of Re proximity to city parks nerve Is responsib
le for the sympdoes the physical condition of
tilt
to the engine until fifteen 0 rtwenty
lit 320.000.000, bringing in to the
body demand more attention
,tom
than
minutes before train time, and
city treasury an annual return of
in
Just at thia season., the beginnin
g of
thee-it-fir +rot possible for the
3372,000.
cold weather.
Dr. Wile t, ellen:Ott for the Interi- engine to heat the cars.
This is set forth in the report of
1,et the system be run (Mein, or the
the boisedvof park commissioners to or departments. who Is experimentPipes have been run out of the
Mood Impoverished to any extent and
Mayor Barth in the following lan- ing for the benefit of pure food leg- station to the tracks and
when the
the cold weather goes bard with yn
islation.
deciree
a kindergarten eoaches are
guage:
left on the track they
Naturally the thing to do is in
class
in
alcoholi
sm. It seems the docFormer City AS9PitifOr D. F'.
can he connected with
get the circulation in good order,an
pipe
and
d
tor
has been over run by applicants
Murphy has repeatedly
moe
the whole system toned up to stanl
heated, no that the public will enter
for H post graduate course.
the statement. that, esttmatIng
the rigors of winter.
comfortable coaches in the cold
the increased value of property
Some physicians .prescribe the daiweather.
-t
r;
performa
nce it. the best guarcareful watchfulness from
ly cold bath, others seek recounse in
year to year, the amount of inanty of future service. This Is the
blood tonics and other stimulan
ts,
creased taxable value resulting
claim of the Republican candidates ,ItTflIESS IS ROBBEI) or felsotomi
but, probably the most rational treatfrom this branch of your city
for seats in the general council.
ment of all is the Osteopathic, as
government has not been less
Anna Held's Jewels Gone, and She
Osteopathy more quickly, and more
than $.20.000.000. Based upon
Say* Ira No Press Agent Tale.
effectively rights the blood flow and
Now that the people of New York
Your present annual assessment
restores normal conditions than any
are thoroughly frightened by the
of $1.116 the annual income as
Cleveland. Oct. 24.---Anna lied
other known treatment.
Hearst apparition, all tenger of his
a result of development through..
reported to the pollee today that she
Osteopathy le only
election seems over.
a
natural
your park system in 8372.000
treatment, a method of bloodiest.' sue
had been robbed of $280,000 In jewand going back only ten years
glee) manipulations to remove an
el* while on a train entering CleveMerrinite Licenses hewed.
(not fifteen years) you have reobatrdetIons Interfering with the proE. W. Wallace, Ballard county. land. The police declare the robbery
alized a total income of $3,720,per transference of nerve force, or
24 years old, to Lizzie Thompson. is not of the press agent variety, and
0ol5 from your park syetem. You
natural blood flow, or the other fluthey
are
betiding
Ballard
county, 19 years old.
will beerve the total outlay for
every effort to reids, to the organ or part involved,
par
to the lit inst. has been
J. B. Rayi, city, 24 years old, to cover the vaigables. The jewels were
should like to have you call and
11.0 0,625.83. In other words,
Theresa Willett, city, 21 years old. contained in a small valise which
let Inc tell of some Paducah people
you have realized a net profit
Henry Harris, county. 22 years old. Mies Held had with her in the statewhom you know well that. Osteopa, over all expenditures of more
thy has dose muck for. and also to
to Ilsille Leigh, county, 18 years old. room on the train. A stranger Way
,
tell you
seen near the stateroom door
will do in .rOur parjust
,MISS the report takes up the ne- .Alexander
Dumas the
cass'•
younger before the train arrived ar'
.. the staed play grounds thus:
My' office hours are front 9 to 12
bought a ne* painting every time he tion. When Mies Held went to get
aod f to 6, 516 Broadway. Phone
be a time
had a new book published.
the valise it wad gone.
DR. G B FROAGE.
140i.

BY THE SUN PUBLISHING CO.

No Country Has Ever Equaled
Our Present Prosperity.

14411Am I
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REMARKABLE DEMAND FOR
COOPER MEDICINES
The Phenomenal sale of L. T. Cooper's new preparations proves the many reports
of their marvelous curative properties.

today, is as

r

The demand for Cooper's New Discovery and Quick
Relief, which have effected such remarkable cures of
stomach trouble, rheumatism, deafness and catarrh,
has become enormous. Newspapers in 'eery City have
commented upon the curative powers ansVon the unprecedented demand of these remedies. -Thousands of
letters come every day to Mr. Cooper describing
of the most remarkable recoveries from the ravages of
disease that have been brought to the attention of the
public in recent years A most remarkable letter was
recently received from Mr. H. Jordan, a well known
restaurant proprietor of Scranton, who writes Mr.
Cooper as follows:

Some

r

"I have saffered tar the past three years with t severe case of
stomach trouble. 1 colUd sat west to lecithins aad suffered untold
agonies from indigestion.. My food would soar after eating aad I
ovoid have sick headache* and these spells. I loot forty pounds
ie weight arid grew Weak and mamma. I doctored with seamy dif(erect physician. and tried • ossaber of so-ca Mad remedies, bat received so relict. )(cattail' of the remarkable cares of stomach
tremble efected tit Cooper'• New Medicioes. I decided to it,.them
atrial. Immured a bottle of the New DUlloCOVe17 arid received •Ionetet Immediate relief. My Browne has retuned mid I do sot es•
lierimioa say laical's In digesting anything I eat. •Il pain and
nervousness have disammared and I am raoidlir itaiiii•I ,•*limo gib
and weight, I desire to Mask Too for the good these remarkable
remade* haintdose for me,”
Sieved:
MR. HENRY JORDAN. Lb Pe** bee.. Scranton. re.

$
5,

Nearly all diseases originate in the stomach. Cooper's
New Discovery acts directly on the stomach and digestive organs. It increases the gastrie Juices, which are
an all-important factor in the proper digestion of food.
Cooper's New Discovery and Cooper's Quick Relief are
the preparatioes with which L. T. Cooper effected his remarkable cures in St. Louis, New Orleans and other
large cities, and results have amply proven that they can
be used in the home with as much success as though administered personally by Mr. Cooper or his physicians.
Cooper's New Discovery costs $1.00 per bottle; six for
$5.00. Cooper's Quick Relief casts W. You can get
their of

CL

Wm B. M-PHERSON

rifctilation

COURT'S GRIND

both Feverently
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The Styles .of

Diamond
Brand Shoes
are Exclu&ve
•

An officer of our companydesigus
our styles and patterns-and cioes
:t
nothing else.
This unusual attention to
results not only in originality and
correctness of style, but
7'4111'
truer patterns and better ft.
This is one reason why Diamond
Brand Shoes snug up
the.
arch and hold their
shape so nicely.

94%

!

eFAve

a2)
1440,0 BPAYD

p

efll9n.1,41E25d
rag 110ff 175'! 51Y013

rtiAN ANY OWL? frla/SE tWTPAf W(57'

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR DIAMOND BRAND SHOES1

WARM COACHES
rrs

Moth,,,, try the New Store

K &E.Boys
Blotims

thrs

than 81,600,000.

Today we are 'bringing to your attention the
K. & E. Blouse for boys,
the most perfectly fitting
blouse we were able to
find.
It is not to be confounded with the ordi
nary, poorly made gartnent which is usually
sold for the price we are
asking. Cuffs are attached, though you may
have the collars either
attached or detached;
plain or plaited front,
just as you prefer. The
fabrics are either plain
white or colored.

MADE TO ORDER

A SALESMAN

from a large wholesale cloak house will have his samples of Cloaks, Suits and Skirts on display at our store on
SATURDAY, 27TH.
We will be glad to have every one who
is interested call. Special orders will
be taken.

L. B. OGILVIE

4 CO.

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

50c to $1.50

w'hat it

tieular

irtryri.11_
!
seer

Cloaks, Suits and Skirts

Incorporated ----

House wiring, electric plants
installed.
Complete machine shop.

122-134 N.Pourth $t.

Phones 787

VS

\\
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THE PADUCAH EVElfrNt+ SUN

The very newest and most
stylish garments for ladies,
misses and children are to be
found in the immense stock at

helium Readl-tsha Etas

g.
•

&fifdr

317 Broadway

4

( LIPC.IL LINES.

-Just received a shipment of
Stacy-Adams, Bteteou, Edwin Clapp
and Douglase Shoes. Regular price
$6.00; our price $3.75 and $4.00 at
Ike Cohen's Pawn Shop, 106 S. Second St.
--Geatienten are hers from Clarksville looking for sand with which to
finish the elevator at Clarkeville.
They think Paducah sand the best
for budding puiposee, and running
short cause here to buy. They have
au far made no arteagemeats.
-Reniemberl When you buy coal
from Bradley Brothers you ere buylag the very beet to be had for the
leoney. Phone 339
--Last night James E. Wilhelm by
proxy for Grand Master Veach, set
the Hardin Masonic lodge to work. It
-was greeted a charter known as the
Hardin lodge N. 781. F. and A. M.
-Taxpayers whose
names MYpear in the official delinquent list in
The Sun may have their names
atileken off by paying their taxes. As
they are paid the names are timesout of the paper.

Eichisin Ready- sWear Store.

317 Broadway
--The board of tit) tax books supervisors Is in *elision today hearing
complaints from property owners
who allege overasseesruent or erroneous assessment. There were many
petition: before the council which
were referred to the supervisors.
-City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of the!'
papers stopped must notify our collectors or make their requests direct to The Sun office. No attention
will be paid to such orders when
given to our carriers. SLID Pub. CO.
-Regular prayer services twilight
at 7:3't) o'clock at the First Presbyterian church conducted by the pastor Rev. W. E. Cave.
-Dr. Gilbert, Osteopath, 400 1-2
Broadway. Phone 116.
-Priscina Jernigan, colored, 60
years old, died of dropsy at 925
Burnett street this morning and
was buried this afternoon at Oak
Grove cemetery. She leaves a son
and mitigator.
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weeks ago and his leg bruised. The
351831'35%3M163811511135%.111X163186 \ \
\
5'.,'..
leaders have drawn and he is not
People
able to walk without a cane,
Mr. and Mrs. William Pippin, of
Piseicat JCPsosta
South Thirteeett street, have returned after a visit to Woodville.
Mtas Annie May Yeiser will tomorNOW IS THE accepted time for
Parties sending in accounts of so. row go to Owensboro to visit.
/041 to look about your tire and ternavial etA-rtainments a 111 please slam
Mr. Eddie Epstein, of Louisville, do insurance,
as fall and winter are
them, as The Sun will not publish Is
in the city on business.
2oming. Remember the old and recomuituLicatioaks stilt in that are not
Dr. Vernon Blythe has returned liable Friedman insurance Agency.
signed.
from a business trip to Memphis and Office No. 128 Smith Third street. Of.
Have just reached here. They possess
Little Rock, Ark.
See telephone No. 940.
Residence
Surprise Party.
many
Mrs. Mike Williams left today to Phone No. 1581. We represent some
points of merit not shown in all
Mr. Bob Pariah, of Arcadia. the
visit in McLeanaborte
of
the
oldest
and
insurance
tombest
stoves. New ideas of forcing the draft
well-known timber dealer, was surII. A. Cueltingitalin. representing pantos, which are paying their fosse,
prised last evening on arriving at
to the exact point needed to bring quick
the American Benevolent association promptly. We protect your interests,
home to find a score of friends waitand
of St. Louis, is in the city cousider- and you better be rate than sorts.
continuous results, producing the
ing for hen at a table heaped high
lug the advisability of opening head- Give us a call.
greatest amount of heat from a given
with good things to eat. It was his
quarters for this state in Paducah.
F(5ift -RENT-One side of store
thirty-eighth birthday, and In the
quantity of fuel.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Grassham and 123 Broadway. Phones 1513.
rush of business he had forgotten
oh-lid have returned from a visit In -CLEANING and
pressing neatly
the event. His wife and friends had
Chivego.
done. James Duffey, old phone 718-r
not, however, and arranged the parE. D. Thurman to G. 11. Russell, -FOR
RENT-Two rooms, 1010
ty.
property In the Thurman addition. Jones
street.
Those in attendance were Messrs.
$150.
Henry Schmaus, Will &humus. EmW A NW•D-Cook . A p ply to Mr
E. D. Thurman to J. W. amid T. W. Frank
Fisher at Ninth and Jefferson
met Morris, John Dismukes, Sydney
Cartee, property in the Thurman adDismukes, Luther Car.on.
WANTED-Good boy to do
-his-tis
Sam
dition, $20.
work. Apply at The Sun office.
Brown and wife, Killen Futrell and
J. M. Spore to Charlotte Forshee.
wife, Robert Willingham and wife,
FOR RENT-The whole or part
property in the Gilson, Rock and of house
Not only have heat vints in abundance
1218 Clay.
Claude Parish and wife and Misses
Tully addition. $20v.
FOR
lazzle Haas and Tillie Lovelace.
RENT- Two furnished
but
are radiators, circulators and deJ. T. Donovan and wife to H. M. roonse-tor light
housekeeping. Apply
After the supper a program of muWeikel, property at Second and 1511 J,efferson.
flectors
of heat. They are also under
sic was rendered.
Monroe streets, $175.
FbR RENT-One nice, furnished
complete control of the dampers,
Cecil Reed ,master commissioner, front room, bath and all modern
Marriage at Palmer House.
which saves fuel arid gives the heat only
to William F. Hoerber, property In conveniences, 918 Broadway.
Miss Lissie Thompson and Mr. E.
the Trimble addition, $2,525.
when
needed.
WANTED
-Farm band. Plowing.
M. Wallace both of ;evil, Ky, were
Niles Soplea Backer. of South Ninth corn gathering. etc. Also man and
married this tnortiing in the parlors
street. has returned home after a wife to emik. Address D. care Sin.
of the Palmer House by the Rev. J
Lb re weeks' visit to relatives In New
BOARDKAS WANTED- Also
W. Blackard, D. D. presiding eklei
Madrid, Mo.. and Cairo, Ill
rooms for rent. Apply 411 South
of the Methodist churches of she
Third.
Paducah district
They are .promi-AVE HAVE Fireman's Rubber
pent young people of Kevil and atBoots at $4.00 the pair. None better.
ter the ceremony returned to that
Rudy. Phillips & Co.
place where they will make their
Iron SALE-Whoa phonograph
home.
and 5.0 aew records. Apply W. E.
BIG 1tAIER0AD MAGNATE wins Cochran. 406 Broadway.
Nuptial Sloss at St. Frances Be Sales.
INSPECTION PARTY.
FOR RENT-One apartment in
The marriage of Miss Theresa
Sacs Soucl Flat
10611;2435381.305183005W6162621MWMIIKEEKVMSstsVatsitists%16%1C%4CSK
Possession Storm Elisabeth Willett and Mr. James Pather 1, W. E. Coehrau.
rick Boyle will be solemnised tomorGeneral Maneger Rae n and V. . J.
FOR RENT-Five room cottage, SILVER FILLINGS
row morning at 8 o'clock at the St
Harahan Are tiembere of the
with bath 1036 Madison street. Ap- PLATE FILLINGS .
.7%
Francis de Sales Catholic church
Party Due Monday.
Bridge work and all grades of
ply Dr. P. H. Stewart.
with solemn nuptial mass. The Rev
FOR
Father H. W. Jansen will officiate.
and Hot Ta- plate work guaranteed. Painless exBOTH 1.110 ES US.
males go to "Shorty's" ill S.4 South traction of teeth.
There will be no attendants.
DR.
KING
BROOKS,
Dentist,
Sixth
The annual inspection of the entire Third or 127 North Fourth,
and Broadway.
Illinois Central system began MonHICKORY WOOD-Phones, Old
Five Hundred Club.

HART'S NEW HEATERS

kIMIMMIMIOMO

r

HART'S HEATERS

Hart's Prices R Right

HARRIMAN COMING

GEO, O. HART & SONS CO.

On Kentucky

-The Sun office is prepared to
furnish the very latest things In engraved or printed calling cards and
Invitations of any sort, and Is making special prices now.
-OILS k,001111. colored, 50 years
Mrs. Thomas C. Leech is hostess of day and the party, including General 442, New 15111. Delivered promptly.
AND RALANcE
old, got his left hand Jerked Into a
WEKh.
tipe Five Hundred club this afternoon Manager Rawn and most of the big K. K. Bell & Sons.
m %TIN EE
VTI'Itl)%1'.
bus; saw yeerterdey afternoon at the at her home on Fountain
officers of the company, will reach
avenue.
WANTED-A cook and a house
-Willie Powell.- desItfeet BroadSherrilliKing mills in
MechanicsPadneah next Monday. In this tour girl_ Apply at once, 1221 South
way. has organized thi, "Western
burg and the hand badly tut DT the
Miss Mary Brizendine, of Russell- the annual prise of $25 'will be award Eighth. Phone 123
Stars" football team. Charles EnSlurp teeth. The wound was Urea ville,
will arrive this evening to visit ed to the sectiou foretban who has
ders has organised the "Westerote•
FOR RENT-Forty acre farm In
by Dr J S Troutman.
Clerult Ciourtt.
Mrs. Lula Wade Lewis, of Washing- the best track. It is understood that (it) itnuts. Splendid for gardening
team and the two will play at the
-Fire hundred score cards for too street.
The jury. in the case of Ed S.
besides General Manager Rawn, E. H partemos. Address X. care Sun.
ball park Saturday meriting.
sale at The Sun office--twenty-five
ander. administrator of Elsie
I o•
Mr. John C. Gates, of Princeton, Harriman will make the Inspection
-If you desire to save 4 coats a
ROOMS FOR ItENT- -One
fur- ander, against
cents eacb.
of
the
system
to the
the
PadticaL
to river. W.
claim agent for the I. C., is in the
bushel. place yeur coal orders be-County. school • teachers will
J Harebell win also be to the party. nished and one unfurnished. Mod- railway, returned a verdict for 81.st
fore November 1st with Bradley
illy toddady.
ern conveniences. Old Phone 1081.
In an admirable repertoire of
meet
in
monthly
Saturday
session
at
damages this afternoon at 2:15
Brothers. Phone 339.
Mrs. A. Watts, of 1129 North
of notable plavs.
VS
ANTED
Grahaniville,
Position
the second meeting Fourteenth,
as cook in o'clock after being out sib the case
At Restaurant.
-Harry Miller. the capital) who
who has been sick so
- -GREAT-Wife (severely to husband i-My boarding house, private family. Ap- since yesterday afters-sues .ate. Alexwas droned by the police, has a since the literary society was organ- long, is no
better and is in a dangerVAUDEVILLE
ACTS
ply
in
rear
deer,
621
Madison
street.
you
ised
have
county
In
the
had
schools.
enough
and
Prof. ous condition.
wine now
home secured for him by Chief of
ander sued for $10,000 damages. His
Husband-You're right, my dear,
Police James Collins. He will live H. H. Cherry. president of the state
shed
FOR
killed
was
SALE
by
a
-Bedroom
car.
a:reef
and
dining
Captain James Lemon, of Mayalways right. Here waiter, bring me room furniture, wardrobe and hard
with Mr. K. C. Rose. the dye wan. normal shoo: at Bowling -Green, ffeld, passed
W. A Berry, the attorney, was
through the city last
some
whisky!-Translased For Tales coal base burner. All now Old tined $5 and costs for being late at
will be present to deliver an adds..
The youngster is well pleased.
'eight en route home after attending
from Filegende Bisitter.
-Fire sale of wall paper. Kelly Supt. Billingtos of the con*/
court this afternoon.
phone 1112.
Beekham speaking at Benton.
& Umbatigh. AR papers at half schools will tastiest the meeting.
The ruse of L. Baum Jewelry Co.
1-4111
F
-==-Left-F.
11 tieclieje-iti
Attorney Cecil Reed went to OilQuirk Repartee.
price, 3.11 Kentucky avenue. Phone Several excellent papers are being bartfivtlie
wagon Friday afternoon.
Finder against J. I). Sowers was dismissed
this morning on business
sat'inlay %sillier.
Miss Elsa-You arc certainly po*65.
prepareddd.
please return to 321 North Eighth without prejudice.
connected with the John Ballinger lite,
SAT1-1%‘111111-:It
TWINS."
baron. You pass me and never
-Our busheis of coal are no larger
--The Mite Society of the German
At press time the case of E. B.
and receive reward
bankruptcy matter.
look
me!
at
than
dealer.
other
who
give
76
Evangelical church will meet Thum
PRICES 10c. 20c, 30c
Mr. Bob Pariah went to GilbertsFOR YOUR STOVES cleaned, pol- Osborne against T. J. Moore for alBaron---Ah, mademoiselle, If I
day afternoon with Mrs. Jacob Gehl- pounds to the bushel, but no dealer villa
this morning to superintend had looked at you I neier could have ished and repaired. firm k hatch. leged false arrest 510,000 damages,
will give more than we do for your
schlaeger of Tenth and Jackson
the loading of timber on cars.
paused by.-Translated for Trans- 802 Washington street. New Phone was on trial. He was arrested by the
money. Phone 339 Bradley Bros
streets.
detective for being a fugitive from
-It is now time to Want fall
Mr. Thomas Watson, night ticket Atlantic Tales from "Fllegende Bait- 1150.
-Remember, ea are the ouly deals bulbs for spring blooming.
juetice from McKenzie. Tenn. The
We have agent-operater for the local Illino.s ter."
-T.-0.0tory frame Tennessee officers would not come Aeterinstry surgeon amid
FOR aggirere in the city who can furnish you
Graduate of AlfortvIlle Veterinary
aM kinds. C. S. Brunson & Co., 529 Central, will leave tomorrow for his
house, Fifth and
Madison. Seven
the famous Big Muddy Carterville.
for hen and he was released.
who();
Broadway.
Paris. France; also Ontario
home
in
Hopkinsville
visit.
tO
rooms
His
with
bath. Apply E. G. Boone,
1:1., coal. Phone 339 Bradley Bros.
Veterinaiy school and Detroit Den-Score cards for the game Five position will be filled by Mr. S. W.
314% Broticiway.
-Dr. J. V. Voris, dentist, 200
Sails Filed.
tal college. Charter member of the
Hundred for sale at The' Son °Mee James, the der operator, who is now
Fraternity building.
-AVANTED--Three melt for ca 1Grah.ain
Z.
filed a rult in cir- Ohio Medical Veterinary Association.
C.
at
25c.
ou his rate:ties
M. Hervey. a colored brakeman on
vassing and collecting, Guaranteed
cuit court against Allie Grimes and
Will treat scientifically with the
-George Clare from Poseyville.
Mrs.
M Pored, of Princeton,
the Tenssosee division of the Diesels
salary and commission. Rooms 5 and
others 'for the sale of land for a di- latest instruments and up-to-date •
Ind.,
was
taken
the
Richfrom
New
Central, was operated on and a bulreturns: t..stae Vies morning after
0 Eagle buildine Sixth and Broad- vision
of the proceed's among the treatment of all diseases of the doWheatlet removed (tom his left foot at the mond hotel this morning in the Guy
ese sou. U. G
Open
Clam way.
several owners The land cannot be mesticated animals.
ambu'ence
Riverskle
hospito
Nance
Dee
dentist.
Illinois Central hospital ?fere
72%
last
FOR SALE--A brand new Oliver divided without fleeces/1y damaging Calls prowl ply- attended to
.
day ei
night. He put a tramp off hr's train tal. He is suffering from feser.
7104
79 1,4 typewriter, wide measure machine,
-Mrs.
W. E'cired returned co
Its value.
-When you order a rig from us Priatieten this mo• ng after a
night.
sear Dyersburg. Tenn.. and the tramp
In perfect order, for $85 cash. The
day UseDrae
Rock
John
excused as a petit
You are talking to one of the pro- of shopping in Psducau
Dec.
12%
424 machine can be seen at The Sun ofwhen oh the ground drew a revoiv
(Mite with Thompeon's Transfer
juror, and I.. Barry siabstituted.
May
43%
43% fice at any time.
and fired, the ball striking the great prietors or capable clerks (not a
Mr. John Rock went to Evansville
Co. Both Phones llSiS
judgment
property
to
for
of
A
stale
driver or leveler) who writes, files this morning to bring back his neice. Oats-toe and shattering the bone.
LOS
-T-Lady's gold watch
with satiety
a stele was filed In the esi,
and fills the order at appointed Miss Lorena Beyer. who was taken
Dec
33%
-Far Dr. Pendley ring 416.
331
/
4 leather fob. Picture of lady
and
of Gip Husbands against • Sanieri 1:
-Mn. Frank Raker, wife of the ill there while visitrng.
Pork-We have the exclusive agency
baby in back. Return le Paducah
Holland.
Jan
13.57 13.70
for the Globe-Wernicke filing cabi- coroner, is III of malarial fever.
Water company's office and receise
Master Mechanic R. J. Turthull,
The case of NI Livingston e C.,
Mrs. Bernard Berobelre; of LOuls- of the local
nets and supplies. Call on us when
-- reward.
Illinois Central. went to Cotton-against Meer-an-Sims Co. and other,
vele.
of
the
wife
well
known
distiller,
11.?4'
Dec
10.94
you need anythag in the line. 11.D.
Louisville today on business.
LOST--Gold barrel with ainetimit was continued.
and her little SOO had a narrow esJan. -11_05 11.02
Clement & Co.
set In con ter. Lost bet%wee
ventb
Mr. W. A. Carter, coach inspector
The case of Charles
Hurl,
cape from serious Injury Monday afMar . . ..... . 11. 19 11 . 18
and Broadsay and Ninth and Broad- aga1net
for the local Illinois Central, was in
J. M. Spitztr was continue;
ternoon at Lonlerilie In a runaway
Steclks-way. 'Return to ivereon & Wallace
St. Louis yesterday. His position was
In the case of H. H. Mein again aecident, wills+ started at Third and
drug store for reward.
1.73
1.73
I. C.
filled by Mr. Frank Budde.
B. F. ,Seara and F):1 Guthrie, a juds
Ormsby avenue and ended betweer
1.44%
1.44
N.
L.
&
blacksmith,
MbittJAN,
J. E.
402
Mr. James Hodge, of Henderson,
ment for $23 wee filed against Sear,
York and Broadway. Mrs. Bernheim
1.82% S. Third. Old phone 41i7. Superior
U P.
1.83%
was in the city today.
aruedismiesod as to Guthrie. Th.
and her son were being driven in an
attic
1.42% work guaranteed. Exclusive agent
1.44%
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Hibbs and Mr.
partiessin the cult by agreeinet
open carriage, when the horses got
1.71
1
4
St. P.
1 .71 /
for fore stone side wire tires, the
and Mrs. C. H. Webb. of Smithland,
waived
trial by jury.
beyond control and dashed madly
94
Mo. P.
95
best rubber tires made.
Very often an article is not
are visiting in the city today.
down Third street. Just north of
Penna.
1.41%
1.404 --CONfRACToR
known in this market whicii
C. J. RohwItz, of the Burlington
The police have been ratitioned to
York street the horses fe'S and the
Cop.
1.13% ry and concrete work a specialty.
1.14%
may be desired by some one
carriage was turned over. Both MTS. route, was in the city today and visSine!.
1.54% Office 126 South Fourth. Phone 410 keep a cisme lookout for tea) men eine
1.55%
who has used it elsewhere.
Iternheim and her son were slightlY ited the city ticket office of the N.,
52%
524 Residence phone 1237. Prompt at- leased of having stolea beef lihIce
C. F. I.
from a slaughter holoe In Goleonda.
bruised, but neither was Injured C. & St. L. railroad,
U. S. P.
1.06%
tention to all estimate*.
1 .06
Capt. J. W. Bush. of Smithland,
The men are seeps' ed to have esbadly.
46%
47%
U, S.
NIGHT SCHOOL- Bookkeeping. (-aped on a houseboat. More than a
who has been seriously sick, is able
Shorthand, Typewriting etc.. only dozen hides were taken.
to he out.
Even from foreign counFined foe Non-Support.
$4 a month. Draughon's Practice;
Mr. W. R. Hendrick has returned
A white men entered the Schulte
John Hardin. for tailing to suptries if netseellitey, in the least
Business College, 314 1-2 Broadway. saloon at Set... nth and Jackson 'erects
LEE LINE STEAMER
port his three child-ren, was yesterday from a trip to LiateirvIlle.
possible time. It is our chief
Phone 1:55. Call, phone or write for lost night and after a
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Farrows, of Hiswords t
few
afternoon Keno a ix months' term
desire to serve our customers
catalogue It will convince you that struck a negro in
the heed with a
In the county jail by County Judge hem, Ky., are visiting it the city toDraughon's is the best
well-better than oar comhatchet. Both were strangers and
R. T, Lightfoot. Hardin came to day. ,
petitors do if possible.'
WANTED-Live agents to 'tell the left the saloon before the police arPaducah from Brookport 'several , Miss Julia Scott left this afterlatest improved Menai-eh humid power rived.
Night bell at side door.
weeks ago and worked at his trade, noon for Dyersburg, Tenn., to visit.
Leaves Cincinnati Octotool grinder and sharpener; has the
Mrs. P. E. Stutz, of Paducah. Ky.,
bleektimitisIng. His wife came to PaFree, prompt delivery all
ber 24 for Louisville, Evansnew dlamontilte non-heating grinding
ducah last week and ,wore out a war Is the gusset of Miss Jennie Anderson.
--Harrison Ogilvie, colored. was
over town from 7 a. in. to 10
Memphis
ville, Paducah,
wheel; jest one puts 'em all in the fined. $1 and cosh In Justice Charles
rar.t against her husband and Doyle She is here to attend the Hunt-H111
If they're itock'a they're right,
p M.
points.
all
and
way
shade: outsells everything on the Emery's eourt this afternoon for a
Dunlap. restored, for imtnoraltty. Yes- wedding tonighbee-Commercial APIf they're right they're Rock's
Helena,
market;
good
extra
Through
profits
to
big
rate
deterday in melee court the two were peal.
breach of the ;settee. He went to jail,
mand. reserve territory and get our being unable to pay the fine.
ecquittel.
File wife immeditutilly
Vicksburg and Pine Bluff,
Miss Kathleen Flowers. of Coproposition
quiek. El Starr Mfg.
appeared before ledge Lightfoot end lumbia, Ky.. is visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Ark., arriving Paducah SatInv-re,rater!
Co., Milwaukee, Will.
swore out a warrant charging failure Will Pippin, of 1202 South ThirMrs. Austin's Pancakes, really suurday, October 27th.
DRUCIOIST8
to support his family. The Court did teenth stritet
The prices below will be made till perlor to everything. Ask grocer. ,
the rest.
FfliSrmflsp.
MR RPM HI
Dr. B. T. Hall is out after a
6. F. PHILLIPS, Agent
Mae SIttsrer
totcember 31. 1101:
Night Bali at Side Door.
week's einanemest by a satiTliiii leg;
▪
a • n .01n,•
00
001,
. A..
1D
n ill•T
ri aLTL
N ROWN
..,....................... 6n weptasa
Roth Phones 1L56si.romililelmer
av
ne
r4,
rs_er Ilw
ntore effect
m
Subscribe fee The len,
He Wei struck- by , a wagon two
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IN THE COURTS

DePew -Bordello
Big Stock Company

20=PEOPL E=20
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5
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"Homespun Heart"

Dr. Geo. Masgana

•

S.

11

1 TODAY'S MARKETS

Out-of-Town
Medicines...

We Can Get It

High cut storm
bootees are
what you
need if exposed to
the weather.
Our stock complete.

P

Steamer Georgia Lee

R. W.WALKER CO.

4111,_4111nopoonneemnewn,....-:,
•
. *
•

•Se.

PALM 1111X -

DELINQUENT TAX LIST.

Ablett.
hear Sewell" mill
Agnew, Lucy. 904 Koitucky Ave
Anigood, R. Y.. Adam,. $t
Altbion. J. M., South 5th Ht
J. 11., O'Brien Add
Resignatio is of Shaw
And Aletean.
Alheln, Augusta, 11E6 Elizabeth 84
Angelly. D.. North 14th St
Moody The Cause.
Atoderoon. p W., O'Brien Add
*heel. .1. 111; NOMA SI
Anderson, Miss Kate. 4th. Husbands and George et
Attension, Casa. Chateblin Add
Andereon, 1. 0., 4th. Clark and Adams
tieceetary l'orielyou Gels Tremmify eradrecht. J. H.. ten Aguas (410 Madison - BA)
itgust. '1'. u., 1241 S. 6th St
P0941, lleyer, roatmaster-General,
'Arnold, A. 3.. (beirs) IL 6th Mt
.ltkins. Mr. allethroe. 16th anti 17th St
Straus, l'omnierec autl Labor.
Atkins, Mrs. Lueintla. Hartle. Stli and 9th
Atkins. A. A., Broadway. 210 and 22d
.tuguetus. 113. E., Eputte, S. 4th St
A.rnistroaly, J. T., 11th and Harrison
Arnold, A. K., Guthrie Ave
NEN
WILL BE TWO
FACES.
Beset. Mrs. Elizabeth. 11th. Jones and Norton
Bailey, Mrs. I. S.. Boadway, lit and Id
Basket, Thos. C. West End
Baker, B., 8th, Clark and Adams
Barnett. W. W., „Brmedwity, 14th and 17th
Washington, Oct 24 - The follow- Bernett, O. K. 24 and linonroe
•
tag statenent regarding the prosper - Baird, Miss C. A., R. 13th St Halley, W, V.. Thurman Add
tae ehlinge in President itoone%elt's Baker, 14. L. Farley Platte
nerker. Lt. T„ cur. WoOdWAN lin& Triage
cabinet Was Made public at the While Really. Mrs. S. H 7th and )ftrebells
Parrett. It. 8.. Thurman Add
House Just night.
MIXer. W. X., Ilinkleville Road
"On Me retirement of Secretary Budd.'. Prank. Caldwell and Norton
L. C.. Elisabeth Mt
Shaw and Attorney General Moods Burger,
Hass Enhotheth. Wagner Ave., 6th and 7th
Barnett,
Mrs. IS.. Hinkleville Road
from the cabinet the 10110kIng ehonge
rt..ii. Mrs. R. A., George. 3d and 4th
will be made:
W.. Tennessee St
Berger,
9th and 10th
"Secretary of Treastrry, George ft Beyer... A.. Tennessee. Campbell
Berry. E. W., 11th and
Cortclyou:
Poet:neater
General,. Barger, Chris J., Enders Add
Stake. C. L., 12th and Flournoy
George Von I. Meyer; Attorney Gen- Broyles. I... Is M., N. 11th. St
eral. Charles .1. Bonaparte: Secretary Brake, R. P. 12th St
Bloodwortli. M. A., Mill St
of the Navy. Victor H Metcalf: nee- Blair. H. H.. ILAttle's Add
Bridge St
retary of Commerce and Labor, Oscar Bohannon, Luis. Bridge
Mt
Bohannon. J. D..
Rowland, C. It,, 925 8. 11th St
S. Strati."
Bernet. M. L. Broadway. 14th and 16th
The general under...finding for Burkholder, J. It.. Norton Add
some time has beeu that 'loud, will Burton. Rosa. Goebel Ave•
Brame. H. C.,,,_300 Heys Ave
4-et ire on the first of January Ind that Brow*.
X. 1739 Jefferson
B., 16104911) Ave
Snit, will 1011aw hint on the foarth Bradlee, . aie.
veland Are
Ronan.
of nlarcb
On the first of the year Idrigousn. W.
Bryant, 11. 0., g418I
--- -therefore. Donaparte, now seoretary Bryant. gam. 7th and Husbands
of the navy, will succeed Moody as Brandon. Geo., Beckman
Bryant, Mrs. Belle, Elisabeth Mt
attorney general and will In turn be Bronstein. Bello. (G. C. Wallace), Madison 8
X M., Worten Ave
Branton,
succeeded by Mettnif, secretary 'of Bryant, Jelin.
GI R), 16th. Flournoy and Boyd
mord Kate. Foantain Ave
Browder.
commerce and
All.
,
labor. the latter's
leth and Jotrea
Brown J.
place being tilled by Straits. Cartel- Bryant. Mrs.
W.'Jesse. It. 7th St
Walker. Jackson St
YOU. now postmaster general,
will Bryant,
Brown, 41. H. 12th St
take Shaw's place on the fourth of Brown, B. R., Ifforkiee Add
Brown, J. Wes., 8, 4th 144
March at which time Meyer la to be
Carmen, Ernest. Clemesit• rit
trine nostmanter general.
canto*. Clara. 4th St
The annoti nee ment of the prospec- Calker, L T.. Clements Pt
caionaa.
Con, (N 11), Trimble *
Dye was made last night, following a Cecil, Thos..
R. 4th SI
T., 724 Jens
Clark.
I.
protracted cabinet meeting earlier In
"lark & Haywood. Harrison. 14th and 17th
the day. at which, It te understood. Clark, G. A., Goebel Ave.. Add
*
the whole
matter was eonsidered Conley. M. L.. S. 3d
Copeland, Annie. 1008 Kentucky Ave
fur.y.
Conant. L B, IN RI. Elisabeth sad Broad
Cohen, Mike, Monroe St
The changes contemplated mean l'onley, Janie'.. Asslibrook
the constroctIon of two new men In Collier, Tom, 8th and Harrison
Coleman, J. W.. 2430 Adams
the cabioet, Meyer and Straus,
Coleman, J. L. Fountain Park
ererekett. Mrs. Mary. S. 341 St
illrans Choke a Surprine.
Cunningham, Joe. 1011e S. 4th St
The fact that Meyer was to have
(*undid. T..1, Goebel Ave

$

is Of frequent occurrence.
Leer Wm
Forget-Baby is restless. cant sleep at
night, wont eat, cries spaamodleally.
A iottle of WIMPS Cream Vermlfuge
never falls to cure, Kvery mothes
should glve her baby White's Cream
Verinifuge. no many times when the
baby is pals and fretful the mother
does not know what to do. A bottle of
this medicine would brtug color to his
nheeks and laughter to his eyes. Give
It a trinl.
Sold by all druggists.
(lust.. Bridge Cothminlen.
The circuit court at BellefOntaide,
0., yeeterday banded down a deei-1
slob which In effect mists from the
state of Ohio al: the bridge minion
Wee that failed to Surrender at the
bridge trust hearing two weeks ago.

Hays, M. L.. 2 acres near John Arts
Hamilton, Mrs. Lou. Elliabeth Mt
Hamby, H. A., Nonni St
•.0411....••••
Hays, M. T.. IN 11). 11)0s Ave
Hanes, 1.... F. 12thSt
flaneock. W. B., Fountain Par
Maybeck, Tempy. Husband Add
Fla11-41.. 12th. Clerk and Washington
Mart. J. 13.. and wife, Atkins A're
Haskins, T. A.. lartiadway, 224 and 13d
Barris, R. M., 7th! Boyd and Barris
Berms. W. B.. 42e Kluitead
Helton. L J., 15th and Madison Ste
Benito* Mrs. P. F.. 11th sad Tennessee Sts
fledges. J. W.. 527-5.-Ith St
Herman. Elisabeth, Floidgain Park
Bents. Mrs. c.. 3th and Jpekson St
Bilk... Henry C.. Mayneld Road
/limey, Phil. 7th and Boyd
LattWe Add
Hielternon,
Higgins, Mary. Soweire Ave
9-..•
Hinctillffe, T. B.. Foesitain Park
/etc-kiln. Nellie, Chamblin and Murray Add
Houser, B. II. Wein eind ,
Hoene W. P., 12th and Harrison.
Holbrook. St J., Harrison,11th add 12th
Holt, W. A.. Cloy, 14th and 17th
Holland. Pam H.. '7th, Boyd and Hard
14moteter. Mary A., Woodward Ave
Moorbor, F. C.. SO. 1hr3d and Burnett
Hubbell, Mrs. C.. Cluttnblin Add 01: Jefferson
Herman, Emma, Madison. 16th and 17th
Husband!. Mrs. d. H., Elisabeth St
Hutcherson, M. 'T.. P. Mb St
Husbands, Wm. M., iN RI, 2 1-2 notes near coil tip
Hinghee, Oeo.,V., 1:50 it 9th lit
3.. Guthrie Ave
Hugh. J W., 5. 4th St
Hudson. J W., Monroe. 11th ttlii 12th
Herten, J. A.. Wheeler Add .,
Harrel. C. Broadway, 24tahaiefid :a
Kinney
Hubbard, Ed c.. 4101 and
•sty
Hyman, L. II.. West Bro
..,,e
Inman. Tony. es. Norlgon and George
Brewton). John.Id and Washington eta
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14 13
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46
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II 76
36 00
4 94
1 59
3 31
5 13
4 04
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11 94
3 21
:05
2 41
13 31
3 67
264
1 81
11 11
4 01
2 73
1 31
3 41)
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13
3 31
7 31
12 30
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place ,n the cabinet etas bees kitows Duck, Mrs. It. T.. atia Husbands and Buckman
for some time bet the ham.- of Strew.. Darnell. 8. A., 7th. Unabated' and Bockmall
leavis, Wm. 21.. Fliebereitle
Ras not until recently been general') Davis, Mrs.. Aahbrc.ok
Benton Road
Dalton,
spoken of in connection with the ek- Davis. S.Lucy,
I... Murray Ave
ed of the president's advisors. The Darvax, A., Madleon. 13th and 14th
Dean. Mary, 20 acres near naleseeri,
transfers of L'Ortelyou, Bonaparte Din, e. L. Terrell Ate
and Metcalf have been generally ac- 1)111. bout... Jones and Thurman Add
Dison. J. T.. Little's Add
cepted as among the probabtlities for Downs. B' Li. far Mrs. W. B. Downs. TrItabht 131
Denotichet. Ed, Hays Ave
some tIme, although It
has
been Doyen, Mrs. Rohl, Blootnnel
known that both Bonaparte and Met- Duncan. Mrs. T. B., Bruhnonive
raueouchet. A. C., 621 Woodward Ave
calf were for a time !mirth to leave Duffy. line, liii, Washington and Clark
J. N., Flournoy. 6th aed 7th
their present poeitione because the. Dunaway.
Dinguld, G. C., 31411 and Broadway
has bet•olne luny Indentlfied with the Dugeun, J. II.. Broadway
work of their respective departments. Easley. W.. 'Whoder Add
Meyer is antbanador to Runic to F,Ider. T. G., S. 5th St
Elrod & eltorrie. 2 1-2 acres Broadway to ulty Baits
which place he was appointed March Englert. Thom.. 906 S. Ilth Mt
Firnmerson, T. E., Madison. 11th and lath
6, 1905, having been promoted to
that office following his +service an remelt heirs, Elisabeth St
F'arleigh, Annie, Broadway
atutnnador to Italy from IWO() to Fields. John. Elisabeth 141
Fisher, 0. W. 12th and Burnett
19113. Ft. is a nal:er of Mann:hit- Fisher,
Otho. 8. $th St
netts and has been well known as a Fragaln. F. N., Mechanicsburg.
Forenian, 5. E., Monroe. 17th and 111th
business man.
Foreman. A. lit. Madlmon. 2lat and 22c1
The appoIntMent Of S• traus caused Frasier. Mrs. D. A.. Trimble. 14th and 16th
Futrell, T. E., Clay. 16th and 17111
a considerable surprise as he will be Futrell. Prank L, 4th and (*lark
bheleryt citizen of the Hebrew faith Gaybeck heirs. Elisabeth St
that has been a member of the presi- Garvey. Mrs.'Judith. N. 0th St
Gardner & Palmer. ith and Terrell
dents cabinet Ile Was horn Decem- Gilbert & Marshall. Broadway. 10th and 11th
ber 3, 111:A and is well known an a Gills, N. A.. Elisabeth SC.-Gibson, M'. W., Goebel Ave
merchant, diplomat and author. He Glover. W. C., Atkins Ave
Glass, Geo. D., FazonSo godel
repreeennal the United
Statee
a• Gardner. Mrs. at C.. Jefferlion St
(lower.
A. nt.. chamblin Add
minister to Turkey on two different
Gordon, Amelia. Harrison St
occasions and
was appointed by Grouse, R. A., 5th, Husbands and George
Gorden. James, Caldwell 8t
President Flooeeve:t to fill a vacancy Green,
r
J. B.. Goebel Ave
caused by the death of ex-President Greif, Minnie. Frank and Ruby. 12th. Jefferson and Metros
Grainger. F. E., IN RI. Clay and Trimble
Harrnon SS a member of the
pet - Orinty, Sam, Clay, 15th and 16th
moment court of arbitretioa at, the Greif, A. 3., and M. *Bart. 40", Norton and Husbaelits
Greif. Nick. estate. Husbands St
Hague.
(Seeger). C, Trimble St
Grad. W. A.. Trimbk, 12th and 13th

Teeming With Conspiracy.
St. Petersburg is said to be teeming with conspiracy despite the apparent quiet. There are almost dal) arreqts and dentleillary searches,
and the capture of bombs and' arias
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Keeney, Mary. 18th -and Fiournby
3 63
•
i'l'euluvr• T. M. Thurman Add
Kure. Genivoad. HInklevIlle 'load
1 till
Eatheksber, Chas., Nit and WaishIngten lit•
15 12
K)le, Melissa. Kinkead Ave
93
Lane, Joins I et h and Clay.... . .. .. ....
.................. .9 26 91
Larne, It 4.. Lirtie's Add
Lawrence. hoe., Atkins Ave
Landrum. hairy, Jones St
.40
Wham. K. L., ath. Adams and Jackson
3
O. L, Barnhelon Ave
2
Landle, W. T., Worten's Add
0 42
Lewis. Henry. (N 11,), 5th. Husbands and George
16 44
Lemon, 141d, It),. Flournoy iimil Terrell
1 33
Leveriug,_Thee... 4th, Norton and Husbands
4 93
Lee, T., West End
2 05
Lellene, 8. 0.. . - 14th St
III
Lewis, Marvin. Worten•a Add
s 74
Linder. Geo., Island Creek
7 31
Lindley hairk lith. IMarnett and FlournoY
3 It
Linn, 111, CleMebts St
6 94
Little, Kos, 4N XI, Little's add
3 el
Loeber, W. F. 12th and Barrio
3 12
Love, A. A., ,
1 134 bridge si
2 43
Luttrell.A. 4:.. Fountain Park
4 33
Lydon, wm.. 426 ft. Huh St
$ 41
Lynn. Mrs. Malegarette. Clerrseate St
5 44
Langden. Sears & Co., " acres on Benton Read
"to 04
Lewitt, Thos, 3.. Fleened
.
way
7 93
Leech & Wasitlington AgLOardner, Mrs. W. A., Kt. Ave, 11,11 Kati 14th
t 11
Lowell, S. CI., N. 1111. Flt
4 44
Landis, 1... B., Caldwell
2 43
Leibel, 1.issie, Worten'a Add
13 43
Llate, Frank. 14th St
8 11
Leigh, J. W., Clay. 1701 and 19th
3 77
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Illatterson. J. re„ 81., ISIS 14. 6th St
Markey. mr.s.. -Faxon'a Add
Mannii, Mrs. Lou It. Broadnay, 7th and 9th
Marshall, James, Clements St
Marlin. in. M., 60, Boyd and Harris
settee. Mary. 14th and Flournoy
rdiey, Mary E. Sowell Ave
Arnow's,
. its A.. stdm. J. C. Carling estate, 741 N. Otis BA
Milliken, Wm., 7th and Adams
Miller, T. (I. Wheeler Add
Miller. Mot ,
K Al_ 13th and Harrison
Mills. Mary B., X atie St
Minim.. Mri. Mary, 3th. Adams and Jackson
Mills. J. B.. 1033 8. bd 8t
Horgan, Mrs. 11. E., Iltii. Clark and Adams
Morris.-,Norton. 30 arid 4th
Morris, W. M.. 102 Brows St
Morgan, Bolen. near Kilgore's
Moore. Geo. W., 1.1, Tennessee sad Jones
Mora, Mary E. George St
Mullen, Mrs. S. H., Trimble. 16th and illth
LBW. Geo.. noire Tennansoe St
MdTlers. Yoe Wheeler Add
mattock. Lenge Goebel Ave
Mathews, 11', LI. 13th et
MoCalluni. John A.. Elisabeth St
MaCartlory, R. E., Irth. °Wound Tennessee
McCune, Robt. Her/lima St
McClure. Homer, 714 Joliet' St
ltet•lure. W. T.. (X RI, Jarrett tit
McClure. It. F., Jarrett and bridge St
McFall. J. W., Hays Ave
McFadden, W. T., Fountain Ave
McGee. Mrs.. West End.
McIntire. R. H., Woolen's Add
McMahon, It. A., 11th, 1311sabeth and broad
McNamara. P.. estate. Ntl; and Boyd
011eNama. Mrs. James, 419 S. Ilth St
McGhee, B"its. & J., Caldwell St
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Ft:, T. . 14133 N 11th St
n. Mrs. Este. leadItion. 14th sad 1341
ewmen. IL T., 13th end Madison
Nolan. A. J., O'Brien Add
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Oben. 1..., 10th and 14.1.11aon ate
oath le.
, Weal End
Oliver. W M.. /PRIEM Add
Owen, Lucy. Slat and Adams
Owen, T. 11.. 14th and Fountain Ave
Oliver, G W, Itusattaa St
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Albite, M. and wife, 1211 Clemente) Mt •
White, Saar 13th and Jon.* St
hitesides. V E. Jones, leth and 13th
hitehead. W. J., Madison, 17th and lath
Ifhittarnore, 8. D.. 1301 and Jackson Sts
Williams, Lydia. 4th and Monroe His
Wilson, Martha G., Clenients IR
liking. T. .7., 413 Ashbrook
Wilcox, S. D., 6th. Boyd and Burnett
illiams, W. ht.. $01 and Backman Sts
Williams, A.. Ilerripen. 6th see 4th
Withers, J. P., Jarrett end Mityers SD
. Wick. J. W.. 4th. Harrison and Madison
Williams. J. H., Meter Add
WIlkerson, G. O., 114Inladdtown
Worten, J. M., Worten's Add
eoten, K F., 10th. Harrhoton and Clay
oolfolk. Ed. 3d, Norton and Jones
Wood, J. J. Kentucky Ave
1fforth. Josephine, 1199 and Madison
Wilkinson, W. t'., Aphbrook Ave
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$ 3 11
Young. A. St, littsuntath
Young, J. M., Fountain
$
Tatea, C. F., Hays Ave5
3111
York. J. W., 21e1 and Adams Sts
2 60
.
COLORISD.
Alexander, Dora, 90s. Husbands and Ohio
Anderson. H., 10th, Tennessee and Junes
Andersson, Major, 10th, Tenneasee and Jones
Armstrong, James. 702 Ohio al.
Armstrong, George, 11th, Washington and Clark

1 6 I:
$ 1
5 It
4 21

Baynharn, Ram, 1309 K XII kit
15141mhasn, Chas., Clenelsold
Baker. ("has., Soveell Add
Baldwin, Join.. IN R), Flourntiy et
Bacon. Alice. Hays Ave
Bennett, lillancho, 712 N. 10th ic.,.„, _
.s h. Bartlett, 9171, Husbands and Been
'ov9:9-s. "ideal% 11th. Ca/dwell. and Norton
Neater, Naptha, 406 Harrison St
Boyd, Allee, 410 8. ath in
Bowers, M. E.. . 12th St
Buford, W. A., Terrell et
Brady, Wm., 9th. Husbands end Backman
Brown, Laos, 1111th and Husbands
Brown, W. B., 734 8. 7th St
Briggs, Thos., 51R 8. 8th St
Brown, G. W., 10th and Jona'
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2 41
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280
5 13
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1
5
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3 61
1 3.6
6 64
11 70
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Cersnart, heirs. Wasikkurton. 10th and 11th
Cloploa, idahala, 726 Clark St
Clark. 3 V9'., 7211 It. 36th gt
Clark, Elias Ashbrosok Ave
Clark.
, Cleveland Ave
Copelaed. Sam. 10th, Husbands and !George
Cede. Nary. 1434 8, 10th St
Coletnan. Chas., 1191 Harrison Pt
Vonley. Andy, a 10th et.... e.
Chambers,
, Husband.. and Bockinan
Crider, Bob, 1317 8. 10th In

I 2 IT
4 99
6 94
73
8 MI
‘..
3 31
66
II 57
5 13
2 41
4 23
it 11
44
1141
S 21
$ 77
3 09
51
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Daniels. Hal. 718 Harrison St
Daniels, Lucinda. 3130 Harrison St
Davis, Wen.. 1318 Niacin/ton St
Beverly. ile finoad Pt
lIkeiburet. Henry, Sanders Add
We, Bob, Clements St
Donaldson. Andersen. N. 7th St
Drury, Geo. N. 7th St
Dunlap, Henry, 116 N. 7th St

g

Edwards. Henry. 5th. Husbands and George
ls. Anderson, R. R.. near depot
art Ells. 1951 Broad ilt
Fuquay. Rosa. 416 N. 10th St

$

?. SI
Iii
2 73
6 44

°Moon Daniel. 1413 S. 10th St
Otern. Clarion5. '7th and Ribriatt Sits
Gordon, Sam, 1461 R. 10th St
Gordon. Ida. N. 12th St
Gregor) & Homer, Caldwell St
Orlffen. If and D Rpm. llth and Norton
Green. Cato. near A Connor
Gray. Fannie. 4th and Burnett ins
Otobbs, George W., 943 N. Sth et

1

2
1
4
1
2

Hathaway. George, Terrell St
Harrison, -.Husbands, 10th and Iltb
Hardison. Chas. B. 9th, Burnett and Flourny
Harris, Albert. len N. 7th St
Henderson. George. Campbell tit
6th St
Bibb*. T. B. 703
estate, Burnett St
Hobbs, Sam, Faxon Add
Howell. Henry. estate. 8th and Terrell
C. J. and A. E., Innen. 8th and 9th
Dave. Clay. 14th and 16th

$

g

J*cobs Jeff, Woodward Ave
lenient)* Lawrence, X 12th St
Jordon. ,bames. 8th and Husbands St
Jorden. VCIII, 11th and Husbands Ste
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C. 13
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'Kivel. Henry. 920 N. Mb St
Knight, Wm.. 11th. Berl and Terrell
Lawrence, T A. RowlandtoWn
Lindsey% Present'. 170 pease Arley
Lott. Mattle E.. 60). Ohio and Ten
Lou, W. H.. 4th and Husbands.Sts
Loving Dennis, 1809 K tOth let
Tories, Geo., Broad, 7th and 8th
Loring. Char.. ler K 10th St
lemonic Stock Co, by S. Rivet. 7111 and Adams
bile. Inele I.. III., Adams and Jackson Ms
ila. John. 71$ Jackson Ht
sep.this. John. lereernean Add
Mersa Jabot, 10th and BOyd.Wchanicsburg Temple. 1-2 ti-re. near Herne'
Merrtweather. C. W. Jones, 8th and 9th
*nor. John. "542 R. 14th et
,ley, John, lolls, letb and Boyd
Mid 7th
.0. A., Ellaabet
re. Aaron, 1207 N. I
Wore. Bartlett. IN RI. Treashia, 7th and Ilth s
McClure., 81d, heirs. Washlarten. 10th and 110
MeKnIght. Jones, Beckman. Iles add lab
McKnight. Will, Burnett sand Flattirliara

1,„.• is
7 03
$ 12 70
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63
• 76
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Neal, Sam or Nettle. 10th and Cleveland
Nelson. Jamep. 1537 Clay St
Nichols, Isaac, 1137 Jones ft
Overton & Reed. George. 11th trod 7th
Overton. Scott, 6th and Ohio
Owen. Prank. Mr.. 923 Washington $t
Owen, Frank, Jr.. 9th and Husbands
(Wen, Nekton. 921 WasnIngtOn St
Gwen, Emma, 313 Kontucky Ave

1

3 63
16 Is
7 90
4 64
• 74
2 611
4.

gra

6 114
3 17

Polk. James K. flat N. Ilth St
Perry. Norton, 12th, Flournoy and Terrell
perkinp. Marshall, N 11th Kt
Price, Meeker. 813 1131115k1311k it
Pullen, Ned, 10th, Tennessee and Jones
Pollen, Abe, 171 H. 5th St

4 tt:1
3 116
8 194

Reeves. Henry. 8th, Husbands and Beekman
m
Reeves. Oran. N.
sta.uk miss,Sth. Norton and Husbands
Reed. re.. et 14th at
Reynaldo. Ed.. IN R. Atkins Ave
ids. Dave and Will. 12th and Flournoy
Bd and wife. Itowlamettoren
Richardson.. Ono_ S. 9th let
Ridgeway, Will and wife. 12th. Jones and Tennessee
Robinette.
W , Jones, 10th and 11th
Robertson. Kale. Washington. 7th and Mk
Robertson. James, /Si S. ttli

$

11
11 114
10 04
43
ei
7:
3 at
2 13
64
4 71
.2 13
6 06

Shaw, Mrs. C. Jones. 7th and 6th
etimpoen. Linda or Manerva, Kill St
linaller,1111ries. near Mrs. Beyer
Marlali, Sit Husbands Ilt
Spriggs. Sarah. Telly Add.
Stringer, W. M.. Telmer Ave
Stanley. lane. near Terrell's
Steed, Belle. 1111 N. 11th St_

8

2 37
I 11
'4'
4 OS
2 24
2 44
97
3 43
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1
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4
12
9
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Talley, It, 1114 N 10th St
1 77
..-....TandY. Pate. CIA/ St
3113
Thomas. Sarah C., N. 13th IR
Sts
Washington
Iltb
and
Thomas.
Harris.
7
,
4 0
6
39
7
4
Thompson helm, 10th, Harris and Boyd
Citas., 1041 S. 6th St. ..
Tuoiter,
15 02
Turner. Jas. 415 Jackson St

SteWart. Dr. D. T. Madison. 11th and 17th
illegal & Potts. Bernhelm Ave
'Steed. Henry, Nth add Jackson
Is
Stewart,
. Sam. for chfldren, 13th and *ashitnatob ets
Story, Rufus, Bridge 8t
Stanley, Mason M.,ilear John Arts, 4th and Jeffersou...
Sutherland. R. L. Wheeler Add
Sutherland; Mrs. !MIL Jackson. 11th and 19t
Swanson. C. F., Jefferson St
1414berson. Frank, Madloon At
Sanderson, R. L., BlOomfield Ave
891.Ith. Nick, Asheaft and Pbeeell
Sewell, J. D., Salem Ave
Tatnm, David, Thurman Add
TeWr. P. V., back if Kilgore**
Terrell, Fletcher, Washifigton. 8th and 6th
Therein. J. L.. Weal MAC..
Thompson. John C.. 707 Jones St
Thomas, el. B.. heir*, ilettelniten. 8th tied 7th
Thompson, G. W.,illackwiti St
Tremttnan, J. W. Tennis/wee Mt
Troutman. J. It.. 1333 8. 8th et
Thompson, Mrs. Luella, Kentucky Ave
Thompson,
O.. HinklevIlle Roma
Thomas. C. M., Htakteville Road
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24
SO
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13
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tandem-D, at., or Brown, lath and Tennessee eta
Salon. Pd.. Bleed Ht
Sayers. Jobts F.. linea Ave
Sale. It II. P. 3d Nt
Spaulding. Nam '7,„ IN R), stn, Broadway and Kentuelity Ave
Sanders. 11.. Smititland and Tenotelulde
Sanders. F. R. loth. Burnett and Flournoy
Schmidt, Nick, 1115 14. Id Mt
Scott & Wallace. Jefferson. 1731i and 11thIrts
Schulte, D. W., Tennessee NI hear I. C. R. R
Scat', Mary A.. X 5th St
Scott. T. A.. 281 Meyers tit....•
'..
Root!, W. E., IN JRI, Trimble St
Seibert. dm Illiflegle. 7th and Adams
Sebastian, Jostle. Kentucky Asp., 10th and 11th
Sea Coast Mineal Co.. Meyers St
Hears. Men. toe. 6th, Elisabeth and possekman
IT
Hells. -. Hays Ave
Sharp. Della. Harrison. .37th and 16th
Shaw. Miss. 01! Block
Shelby, T. R.. Husbands and Junes
Shethertill. N. B., Clements St
Short. Mrs. Harrison, 17th and 13th
Shernwell & Wallace. Clements At
Pherrell. !MAIL. N. *to St
Singleton. Mise E.. 4th and Monroe
*nekton. Gam G.. 6th. Monroe and
Mean
sissiton. J. A", Ste N. 0th84
Skinner. T. C. Mk. Huabittids and GeoWe
Smith. J. ft. 4t-7 Willie St
Smith, Nathan, Fountain Perk
Smith. Ed.. 6th, Broad and Elltabeth
Smith, J. F. and wife. Broadway. 12th and 13th
Smedley. Hiram litle. Tennessee and Junes
Smith, BM May. Lincoln Are
Sewell & Khan I-2 arre near A. Conner
op
illod
arl
ite
., ilt
Ai.u.ItA
laxii
Nef
orattotn arid George

41.4

53
" 27
80
I 21
40 86
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Pad. Real Estat• Ins. Co. by F S. Mtg.:1We*. Ilth. Clay estienanleen.
Palmer. G., guardian Veraidine Palmer, 7th, Monoe and Madison
-t
Parrish, R. E. Lang•taff Ave
Parham, W. If . tOth and Norton 8ts
Paducah Wagon Co.. id and Washington
Parrish, Annie, Blisabeth 81
Parks, D. 0.. 1.2d and Jefferolion Sts
Petter, Jthotes. 636 Filltabeth St
Perry, there. Tennessee St
Pearson, Mrs. minni•, 730 Clark St
Philltpa. Dr.. Chamber, Add
Phillips, Klla. Campbell St
Pittman, Belle. leie Jackson tit
Phillips. W. A.. 3d and Norton 8I.....0
..
letirter. Cline. A. Little's Add
Potts, Eivls. mew, 16th and 17th
Pepe. I. W., Powell IFt
Pon. Bettie, ink Floarnoy and Terrell
Priae.- 11011r TOr141111
Probsaw, J .11.. Lincoln Ave
Prods.. W. II_ Tiaineesee let
Price. Ben. 4th, Husbands. and Cantwell
Pryor, 31 L. 201. Elisabeth and George
lotrieeur. E. H... agent. M. Itis St
Putman, J. I.... 7th and Joins St
Melee.. 0. P.. Hays and Powell
ParrisM, Annie, Ellatabeth St
Price. Sterling J., Chumblin Add
radii, at, firswer,,co., 11th and Monroe Ms
Ptadueail Brewery co., Monroe, 6th and 10th
Plerre, Josiah. 33th and Adams
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Van culin, John, Blootnneld Ave
Vanderroon Chas., Jackson it
$
t ty, P J.. uluh St
$ 31
Vines.
. Guthrie Ave
nines. Al rt T., 1226 Salem Ave
$ 3 15
Vogt. Mrs. Win. 5th, Norton and Flurbatida
...
Jones. J. ., Adorn St
4
3
•
Vogt, Mrs. Mary. 1217 (4 10th St
Jolitirein If .1., Talley Are.
1 1
Voris, LW. 3. V., Home PUN:hating Co., Monroe. 13th •ng 14th
Johnnoe, Rohl.. 1th, Hone
and Inekiliald
63
12th
/O.
d
Jonas
lit
Johnnie. Ham. IN
..
76. Watkins Mrs. M. A., $20
5th St
thaiton, Chau.. Eulah re.
/I S. 0th)
a 31
Walker, J. 14., 2124 Yelper
onager, Mrs. Wiley. Mc-hfihIey Ave
11
Word,
14
J.,
Moorefield
rgerpon. J. X.. S. 3.1 Mt
86
Wagoner. Chas. Moore*. 13th and lath
Jackpot., Wnit. HinklettPle Road
2
Watkins. Emma. R. Itil*
Jenkins, A.R. neat-son{ tipple
2 43
LittlaS
Wellace.
Jolter, 5.
intli and Burnett
JeLle/i CASIAM
5
lVallace, B 4'., Sel add Jelenitt St
War a loan of nerve, but eh:knees Ion Jones,ss, ., mare 14e
Wants.
/4.
P.,
tal
It). Broad, 4th and Li
Its mark said he nevem*, aged beef* I Jones. C. S. Bar,. 10th and me
Waioner, ladle
I LI
i
hi. IliaC. Slchm*ss Is often so .1 by K oseee. Geo.. T mble. lath sad iltt,
487 Thimble St.
eabert,
J.
T.,
estate
itautelan, Itilre. Ida, loth end liusteinde.
& 0110191 Ileer. lierbine will regulate 'comity,
I
1
rirsowle,sh
:
i vtiot
Alh
eildrett
.. . Broadway.
:sts
Jeft, Tin, JOneji and Tettrolisee
r liver and ele• you heillth. Mee.
glint. leth, Burnett and Flourney
Kan. writhe: ' orse,
Srrie Austin,
berington
W
1196.,_,
tutiMeAr31
p. C., RlIIgbS9 $
og cementer Herhine the hest Met11411n4.1
w par, Went" (IF 1.
... .......•.....
4
lir. seek nag ill*
Ittgrottlek„,
19401191 Ate
t.r
r*
...1 •
I rot heard nt I ain porn without
ft ton
...bier, Mei NAlicy, sherart
..
j
• 1,1. * 441. 4.. e 44; •
s
0e11
.......-.••••"•••••
tie
. ....
by all druggist& ..a..4181. anti.j eicer, Emil,
$14 14 6th
V.
....„,
.,•„, .. rtr es /41

Ir..

6 13
5 44
36
4 23

:

Quarks. Mrs 34., 4th. Norton and George
natlford. G. A.. 244 1411Y8
M1101/11C. Jrnies, Id. Norton anti Husbands
rtapeolee, G. If . flf 111. Jones St
nsitph. W. Iv . 193 Jackson Bt
M11)". J., Wheeler Add
, Worteses And
Ray.
Riggierberger. Frank, estate. S. 341 St
Riddle, Chas., 1101 S. ld IR
Roberts. N F.. Hafebtee. 17th and 11th
Rasa Jane, N. 4th lit
Ralf, R.. ',Ines ill
Huey, Mra, C. P., Fontein Ave
Rudd, W P. estate, Hampton Ave
Rub). John. 17th. clay and Trheible
Rutledge. Wm, hark of Kilgore's
Rogers, W. E.. Broadway
.
Roper.
. Clemente Pt
M1Y1190. Wm. 140 and Trimble MI
Redmond, W. C.. Bridge St
Rutter. Chas, Fonntairi Para
,
s
Russell. (1 11. Thurman Add
Rouse. Wm.. Hinkleville Road
Rogers, Mrs_ M. B., Broadway. Ilth and 12th
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MANY CHANGES
3 THE CABINET

A loneatT Won?".V .RTIt SIC
When an •rticle has been on the
market for - xears and gains friends
es-cry year it In Pate to t-all Mho medicine a worthy one. finch is Ballard's
Horehound Syrup. It peodeteely cures
coughs and all Pulmonary Dleamme
One of the best known merchants in
Mobile. At... says: -For dye ream my
family ham not NT?, troubled with the
winter coughp. We owe this to Ballard's florehnund ityrup. I know it
has saved my children front many sick
_Men`"
Sold by ill dragghsts.

•*,*

' •

91
40
36
94
11
13
17

Watkins. Metsger Add
3 Et
Washington, John, 1311 S. 9th Mt
3 77
Wallace. Mlnerva Mill St
2 es
Wattion, Albert, 1311 Monroe St
4 11
Watts. A., 1129 N. 4th St
6 94
Rth St
Webb, Alfred. 1231
4 23
Webb, J. W,. S. 10th St
4 04
White. Vick, Broad Alley
3 SI
White. Stoke, Broad Alley
• IR
Wilson. Jocclen. 8. 9th St
6 06
leth St,
WifIllems. Than, 1125
G
'
Williams, Lank MI Terrell St
4 69
Willtame Lucy. Cleveland Ave
45
Woolfollf Scott. 16. 13th St
:84
been returned to the Auditor as delinThe above property lists has
(merit, will be Offered for sale at the City Mall donrto
onhiM
mot
:
tt
e *
r.elitTiXttlirtl. 6,
1904, at 14 o'clock a. m., by the treasurer unless peld
ALEX KIRKLAND, Auditeof.
uca K
October 16 1 06.
Preparing Delinquent Lion.
Benevolent fee:ing ennobles the
Sheriff John Ogilvie Is working Oil molt trifling actions.-Tharkeray.
The Hausl fortune of
the county delinquent tax Inst.
It
complaints is
*Ili require some time to prepare it. to excite contempt more than pity.
Johnson.
Sheriff Ogilvie has tteen eettling
A given tone applied for
a given
with the etate auditor on December
time upon a given potnt Is
bound to
I for the year's collections, but the
win. 'Sappiest'.
late tsars fix the date not later than
Codrage consists
net In blindly
August the following year. This is overlooking
danger. but In meeting
the Interpretation of
both
it
sheriff
With the 9”ef. open.
-Richter.
and auditor, and Sheriff Ogilvie will
Character Is a bundle of
habits.
settle for
this
year's taxes nett Habits originate in the mind
and are
registered
on the body--George
March.
D.
Tripp.
Every person has two
Mrs. Homebody (engaging rook)
educations
-one which be
--very well, then, you may comereceives front others
and one, thdre
Important. which he
toniorr4w
at
101"
Cook.-.''4
gives bleaY.---0
ibbon.
sooner come at A, mum. Title If 01
S00% triliCh lb' Wee 01 eitn Mitre it
Datellet-trrtre
Ayaglaoses
asleep.
6"Sway 'fiortlis testtnay."-Puck.
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WATER liOttiffitif TO BE VOTED
THE NOVEMBER ELECTION

PAD130/1.11
EVANSVILLE,
VAIN° LINAL

Evansville

(Incorporated.)
sad Padres\

AND

Pacteta.

4
REPORT
JOINT LIGHT AND WATER COMNIITTE.E ON NEW CONTRACT BETWEEN THE CITY Ois PADUCAH AND THE PADUCAH
WATER COMPANY.

t denday.)
Steamers Jots Fowler sad John &
Hopkins, hare -Paducah for Scampvele and way landings at 11 a. m.
Blood
And Stone root, specially
t
ilestroinabletrosaondt
their
.bnerougesohvai
Special excursion rate now in efClaim
the
Rapidly
Farmers
Preeident
The
PutAre
Society
id
the
()utilises
'Ng: be
"I can't ;4:4t7hr-it [1 it
ILtrIstbyot
this
Owing to the fart that tbe contract the proposed contract of $96.6211.
fect from Paducish to Evans/Ville and
ting
Their
(Ise
Is,therefore,
°rep%
the
a
Or.
in
Plans
sovereign
at
Meeting
sot oa the question On the contrary,
l'es.
remedy
There Is nothing contained in the return, 84.00. Elegant music on the
for ben
,liseyngitic chronic coughs, existing beteeen the city of Paducah I
garnMattetta.
it-relay,
rig two months-piloted with marvelkindred ailments,
Lind the local water company for fire proposed contract changing the rights boat. Table unsurpassed.
owe instiuct by Immure- -alereelltb
c2T
Uihrerliebdve native roots also have the
the city or those of the water comstrongest possible endorsement frccin Ole hydrants expires during the currant
made une or two changes lu the or'K FOWLER
Madam medical venters, of ilk
ST EA ME n
month it was incumbent upon the pany under the original franchise.
,..Neral
gaitizatiou. The carayan naturally
seigtoye of practice, for the cure not wey
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
ugh ece slowly, owing to the enormous GOOD %link IN CALLOWAY CO. DESIRE ONLY LIVING PRICER. of the diseases mimed above but also for general council to negotiate for such The city still retains the right to purtudWiliMn, torpor of liver, or bilious- seeviee-eererfew-the remaining period chase the water company's plant at landings at s a. m. sharp, daily acagiouut of baggage to be carried.
cept Sunday. Special ercuision rate'
ness, obstinate constipation, kidney end which the
adli this delay seemed to irritate Victor
franchise of the water the expiration of each five year period
bladder troubles and catarrh, no mother
41 a
now In effect from Paducah to Calm
Inlineavo to ouch an exteut that at
company still has to run, to-wit: in accorda nce with the terms of the
where located,
and return, with or without meal*
East St. Louis,
The Planters' Protective AssociaIda it Was ObVi011a that IL- wan
Oct. at-The
You doe% have to take Dr. Pierce's eighteen years.
original franchise.
and room. Good music and table unse ramie as to this; what he rialtos
WVItIrtItl go mad unless this frightful tion of Kentucky,' Tennessee
anti first national contention of the Amer sayAfter several conterenees between
This committee has also compared surpassed.
for his "Discovery ^ is backed up by the
teinelou could Le relieved.
ap organisation of tobacco Man Soctety of Equity, oomposed of m
wr
od
itileafis of
wotiare
emisp
oo
t.t
et eArn irtgt,ii.sm
t t ebuy iunck,tia
hel the joint light and water committee the rates contained In the propored
For further Information apply to
Au advance column, commanded by planters, is makiehe great ,claims for farmens, .theran here yesterday with
and the officere of the water company contract with those in effect in 127 S. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent, or
card
eshh-cmcd t4)
Mbredith aud Durtiovo, was selected
that organisation's effectiveness, the more t14.4 ;i011 delegates present. The Pierce, Dunk),
tor a little honk a scale of rates for tire hydrants was other cities for the same class of ser- Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent. at
tothuedx ter to the plateau, while Oscooyeation seeks to regulate valuea at *strict& ,fers eminent inedical tut- agreed upon by the committee
and vice and finds the proposed rates low- Fowler-Crumbaugh & Oo's °Mee.
ten, tied Joseph followed RION* leleure- latest bulletin Issued to preis says:
Chorales endure ng the ingredients of his
"The success of the Plapters' Pro- of grain and farm products by regu- medisines, will bring a little book free the water company . These rates er than those paid by a:)y of these Both phones No. 33.
ly4witb the baggage and the slower
is worthy of your attention if
travelers.
tective AasociatIon of Kentiicky. leting this supply n relation to the that
needing a geol, safe, rellatile renedy of ha ve been embodied In a contract c!tn.s. The approximate average cost
bictOr Durnovo would never know Tennessee and Virginia, la a fixed demand.
knctrn comp,million for the cure of almost which will be submitted to the Kell- per hydrant in the number of cities ST. LOUIS AND TEN-NESEEN
til he renehed the spot fact, and
rest now
President C. 0. Drayton, of Green- any old chronic, or lingering malady.
RIVER PACK MT OtilkiP ANIL
er...1 council for each action as the mentioned above Is 84$.
this is acknowledged
by
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant,
where the
should he If the
cure conthe world. It has made a country ville, 111, In his annual address said: stipation. Oue little•Pellet" is a gentle
wisdom of that body may determine
The rates referred to were submit"Thist.hi not trust nor combine to laxative, and two a mild sathartie.
prosperous, and that country's peoIf the proposed contraet is favorably ted by the local water cotnpany and
FOR 1 Fled-ESSEN RIVEN..
The most vahlable book for both MUM acted upon by the general councii.
force extortionate prices but rather
this committee assume- that the ha
ple happy. The Western DistrIcte Of
said
wernen
is
Dr.
Pierce's
Kentucky and Tennessee are beans Pita organtzation to get profitable
Common
osar.A
ndlrlaid
1(
'
w
eltIpA
as
de- It must be submitted to the votes of tires are correct. The list of the
'seCto
!price; for farm products. 11 is comthe city at the t sit election and cities with the rate paid in each is on
earnestly and thoroughly, cam:eased
v
poha
a pee:, ventivdth.
;
ra
b sam
ings
afflrmatively
less
ratified
by
by Agents of the atisociatioe, , anti raised of local unions of farmers, eanot
than
file
with
this
committee
and anyone
ter4 colored plate's A rogy.
I
arbitrated at ehipplag points. The
will
two-thirta of the vote then ca4 upon desiring to verify the figures conthe farmers in these sectithm, are ••
to anyoue sending .71,tenta
utilone for there points form state
contract be- tained therein may have the opporin ofie-erlit .Latialpit, to pay the question before
rapidly putting their tobacco crops
These cornbined form
the Fat V modem ea& to tween the city and the water com- tunity of doing so at any time.
into this organisation, and, VIrginieh associations
Dr. V. Pierce.
N.
the National Association. Our idea
It should also be borne In mind Leave Paducah for Tennessee Rives
, planters are doing so too.
Y. lotiebo
Remo. pany can be finally executed.
IS to eetablialt grainaries in the grala
It Is therefore worth while for the that until a new contract is entered
Every Wednesday at 4 p. m.
,
With all these 1i:enters In. bY
country, and hay barn-. and Owes to Fowler when alas left this morning voter: of the city to carefully con- into .(etween the city and the water A. W. WRIGHT
Madam
, Christmas next, our aseociatIon can
store at sorts of far nhermiuce.
Car Coin), but the up trips are good sider the terms of the Prettemed con- company, that the rates charged tin- EUGENE ROBINSON
Chefs
'trade, if It likes, directly with every
"If the market is low the sociaty
Over 10.000,000 bushels of coal tract be:ore casting their votes at the der the existing contract will mainThis cobapany is not responsible
a wintry of Europe and of the word,
will hold the proctuet until a demand were shipped from the
Pittsburg bar, toning election, and if It appears tain. The only alternatives offered for invoice charges unless collected
that requires our tobacco iikits trade. puts
prices 11P to
profitable price tor Menday on 7.7 feet of water. The that the presumed contract is to the to escape from the old rates are by the clerk of the DOMBy the way, ills a mistakes M sag,
when the goods may be sold. The River. Coal e.ompaay sent out the advantate of the city, then to regleter either to make a new contract or to
that a conference with the American poor
farmer who cannot afford
to Henry Lourey with seventeen barges, their approval thereof upon their hat, discontinue the service, the latter, of
NOTICE.
Society of Equity was called at the hold his groin will
be gives ware- the Coal City with twelve light boais Iota,
course, tieing quite impossible.
I solicitation, of anybody
with
au- house receipt', good for tam-thirds
In order that the voters ntay have
Therefore this committee has no UM of new sulteerilsere added by the
and the Tom Roes with twelve binges
thority to do so, who Is connected the fare value of the
grain represent- The People's Coal company sent the an 1)iiportanit
beetinte telly ad- hesitatien in recommending tit the
Nam Teases...no Telephone Com4V
with the Fathers' Protective amoci- ed,
pany Todays
Charlie Jetts with ten barites, and vined regarding the terms of the pro- general commit and to the voters of
ation. because there was no occasion
-Farmers hope by this regulation the United -COal company eint the posed contract a copy of the same In the city of. Paducah that the pro;thee-Wyatt, Nettie, 634 Aouth
for our people to corder.
°Veniality and defused to '
,establish Helen White with ten barges
Sixth.
Navi- herewith submitted which reads as posed contract be ratified
We are separate organisations, in- market vanes. In tbls connection
?hoe-Young. Eliza 1935 Broad
JOINT LIGHT AND WATER COMgation is now In full swing and river. follows:
dependent entirely of each other and we will issue daily price bulletins
"Sec-Lion 1. That the City of Padu2811-Young, floe, 411 ' South
NIITTEK.
men do not expect that there will be
entirely disassociated
in
butanes*. Telephones In tarn: houses will be any interruption
Twelfth.
for the next six cah, Ky....agrees to rent and does
Therefore all reports to that effect. advocated that the farmer may quick2810-Gcodrich.
Frank, 1305
months. The rivers have fine ship- hereby rent from Paducah Water
are in error and a mistake.
ly be advised of a rise In the market. ping stages from
South Tenth,
Morgantown to company, Its successors and assigns,
The reports coming in from the This will give him an opportunity to Memphis,
2505-Bennett, Mrs
May. 413
and the packets are doing four hundred and eleven (iii)
Western districts, of the work ac- sell at profitable figures."
double nozzle fire hydrants now esSouth Third.
a big butane's.
complished there, during the
past
Like other commodities telephone
The Monongahela clIcver Coasoll- tablished In said city for a period of
"Yes,'' he creed: "tee sitainchesf"
ten days, is extremely gratifying to
dated Coal and Coke company . has eighteen I las years front the pelota's.. .eN EPIDEMIC OE THE DIsE.triE. servidinhould be paid for according
Maw were there, growing, as be said, the officers and members of the asSWEEPING THE POUNTRY.
to Its worth and value.
23,00S1,000 bushels of coal loaded in and final approval of this ordinance.
In solitary state and order, strangely POCIation.
RI V'EIt ill WS
We have In the city over 1,000
the harbor at Pittsburg and reach' 'after an election by the people as
suggestlie of human handiwork, then
hereinafte# provided. The annual
Dr. J. W. Dunn, chairman of Robsubscribers
for
or five times as many as
shiptimlot.
the
Al/
coal
shape
in
Durnovo was saved. If no sucb
the Independent company; outside
is being hurried to Pittsburg now, lit rental for such of said fire hydrants,
spot was found, madness and death ertson county, with a large party of
l'hyeician
ditties
Alt'
.t
it
to
Fancied
which the city ni Paducah hereby
splendid workers have just returned
the city and within the county we
entleipatipo of a substantial rise in
could only follow.
Wrong% in the Shind of the
Rh-er Stairs.
agrees to pay for tbe first ten (10)
To Fore bin companioeh rearm to their homes, from that section and
have 63 times as many subscribers as
the river within n few dart
air°
r
15.0 0.2 fail
iferenith more than once drugged his it must have been a lorloug "to have
the Independent company. Yet we
A heavy annessat ranged consider- )(sirs of mild term, stall be twenty
Ctrettanooga
food, bat when the land began to ries been there.''
8.1 0.5 fall able
will plate a telephone In Your residamage to craft In the Inanities's* 1110.001 dollars and the annual
beneath' their feet In eitgbt billowilke
Cincinnati .
19.5 3.2 ram Sunday: forty-Ave
rental for the remaining eight (8)
More than three million pounds of
dence at the lame rate the Independbargee were swept
Inequalitlee-tbe deposit of Hie glacial
Evansville
years shall be fifteen ($15.00) dol8.1 0.4 fall sway from the Campbell's
Chicago, Oct. 24.--An epidemic of ent company, le supposed to charge,
Creek land
age-Derntwo Wined to seep Ur the tobacco was pledged as a result of Florence
5.9 S1.0 et'd
lars, tittles. the said city shall sooner hysteria
the
lag,
the
work
and
steamer
of
as contagious as the disease and provide in addition, bog distthese
men.
In
Murray,
Convoy was
preparation of feed. gating day bisJohnsonville
8.1 0.1 fall broken from her
Purchase water company's pleat, with of smallpox,
cuit* sued stringy tinned meat as they Ky., Monday, one thousand arrea
mooring% at the
'recording to Dr. A. R. ance facilities which will enable you
Lonisrale
5.8 1.2 Hee dock. fletteval
six (G) per cent Interest upon deferwent alang, the four mess-three hiackek were pledged at one meeting.
alitthell, of Lincoln, Neb.. is sweep- to reach fifty million people from
bargee were wrecked
Mt, Carme;
red payments. The payments of said
1.4 0.1 fall and
awl one white-followed In the feat
the Armstrong Dock campany
ing over the nation, and unless the your home .
The work of organization Is movNothville
9.8 4).4 fall was
rentals shall be made as prorided Is
sine of tbeir mad peat
damaged th some extent
Call 300 for further information
ing along nicely, several comities
public mind can Ire brought to •
Pittsburg
the original ordinanee contract.
6.9 41.1 fall
"'Were getting' to the mountains,
A dispateh received by President
calm
walling now, for our men, and we
retrospection
incalculable EAST .TENNESSEE. TELIPHONE
we're gettlen to the mountains! We
Davis Island Darn
“Sectlon 2. Al) additional hydrants
6.1 Ilea fall
COUP‘1411'
E. A. Smith of the Cairo Commercial
damage mu," be done. He attributed
than be there tonigirt! Think of that. are sending them forward as rapid- St. Louts
on extensions of mains that may be
6.5 0.1 fall
club
that
eesterday
the malady to fancied wrongs.
announced
the
ly
as
we
can."
Meredith-tonight:" he kept repeating
Mt, Vernon
erected hereafter by the Paducah
7.6 0.4 fall
next Western
with a sickening monotony. Arid all
Waterways convenDr. Mitchell's assertion was made
Paelneah
9.4 0.1 fail
Water company. Its succeasors or asthe while be stumbled on. The pertion will be heal at Vicketturg.
at the meeting of the American Assigns,
provided
original
In
the
as
orspiration ran down his face In tree
Mosses coatract during the said sociation of Raliway Surgeons yesD. A. %Art, Prop
A fall of 1 was registered by the
contiutions stream; at times be paused
Yeaterdaya. River Forecasts'.
Thustrioal
iloa
eighteen years, shall be charged and terday. His remarks brought out .an
to wipe it from his eyes with tbe
Business at the
Prange this morning
METROPOL
I S. ILL.
The Ohio la, Evansville and Mt.
interesting
discussion
of the naback of his hands, and, as throe were
paid for as provided in section one
wharf was rather quiet_ The wild
Vernon will continue falling during
tionh
affliction.
during
which
Dr.
R.
toru and bleeding, there were smears
Newest and beet botel in the city
hereof. but at the expiration of ten
was !strong laet night but no damage
ihe next 36 hours then probably rise.
of blood across his cheeks.
(10) years trent the time this ordi V.'. Corwin. president of the ashocia- Retell gy.on,
was reported end the rainfall was
Two large sample
The night tell. The moon rose, rail
At Paducah, not much change durThe NestEitch Play.
nance shell have been finally ap- Lion. proffered some advice to physi- rOoms.
not heavy.
Bath
and glorious, and the beasts of this unroom*.
RlectriC
ing
the
next
36
At
hours.
Cairo,
cians
sun
how
as
the
to
diseare
should
be
New York, Oct. 24.-"The House
proved as set out above, all the then
Arraagements are belay made by
trodden forest paused in their search
lgota
The only centrally located
of Mirth,- a dramatization by Clyde the Chattanooga Packet .coynpany continue falling during the next .16 fire hydrants shall be charged and treated.
for food to watch with wondering.
to :4f4 hours.
"Phyeicians should mix the mart- notel in the city.
paid for at the uniform rate as above
feariesm eyes that strange, unknows Fitch of Edith Wharton's novel of with the local wharfboat compaiya to
The •Tonnessee at Florence, not provided said the contract therefor eel with their treatment of hysteria,
the same name, was given its first handle tlieh' freight business* whinn
Coataioreiol Putman lolicttoi•
atrium] -man.
It was !turner° who, climbing wild- New York production at the Savoy that line of boats begins to route much change during the nett 36 shall expire at the end of the eighteec and should use less of the material,"
ly, first saw the break in the trees theater last night
The play la eiab- here. The Chattanooga Packet com- hours. At Johneonville, will continue Yeers fixed in section one.
said Dr. Corvrin. "Everybody wants
ahead. He gave a muelied cry of de- orately produred ky Charles Frohpany will rue two boats In fire Padu- rising during the next 36 honrs.
"Section 1. Before this ordinance sensation. It has crept into our
light. awl in a few minutes they were man.
The' Itieslsalppi from
below St shall become eftectve it shall be sub- school board and into the lives of
cab-Chattanooga trade and it is posall niehlug. lase men poesessed, up a
Louis to Cairo. no material change mitted to a vote of the qualified women. Women have their teas and
sibie
that
that
line
may
as
run
far
bare slope of'broken shale.
Itonorol to Mid nd Iostady
Loring elm for Robert alstotell•
as Cairo. The steamer Chattaeooga during the next 36 hours.
voters of the city of Padatalt, Ky., drink. They go to soda fou totossDurnovo reached the summit first. A
Buffalo, N Y., Oct. 24 -Robert will be one of the packets and a new
is faint pleasant odor was wafted into
at the general election to he held in some of them-and order drinks. I BOOk Binding, Hank Work, Lek.
tile, Work a criemeek.
their faces. They stood on the edge of afantell, who opened a weekhhegage- steamer being built at Howard's in
said city on the 6th day of November, will say, too, that they do not always
narrater/in-FM Deal.
a vast tableland melting away In the
meht at the Star theater tilts evening, Jeftersonville, will be the other. The
New York, Oct. 24.- The Tribune 1908, the said vote to be taken in the order Rode water. The fraternities
yellow moonlight. Studded all over, was recalled at the end of the third new etaamor
has been lattnehee hut my*: Stuyvesant Fish president of meaner and tee provided by law for among the schoolboys were recently
like sheep in a meadow, were a num- act of "King Richard
Iii.." and sur- -has not-iserea eased.
the Illinois Central. hes sold to E. H. the eubmIssion of public qneetione to abolished Denture it took their minds
ber of little bushes' and no other Tege- rounded
by his fellow-Mayers, was
1%1in the Lee Line running floor liarrimaa lets one-third interest In the voters of said city,front theta fondles."
tntlor.
presented with a loving cup. the gift Cincinnati to Memphis.; the St. Louis the Railroad Securities company, of
Dr. Mitche I said hysteria Wag
"Section 4. This ordinance shall
Vitarpr Dornovo stooped over one of
hes 709 Fratre'rty Building
of the Members of the company •nd and Tennessee River Packet
coot- which for /several years he has been take effect and he -in force from its Waited upon by people it large as an
these. He burled his -face among the
Nies Pleas 331-I
Resqlence altoat 464
leaver of it, and suddenly he toppled William A. Mead-y and his associates nene's line-frets St. Lott* to the Ten- vice president and Harriman pose- Passage approval end ratification by Outbreak of certain overtaxed overein the management of Mr.. Mantel. nearest. Vver; the Chattanooga Pack- dent. and has resigned as otlicer and the qualified voters
Over,
of the city of Pa- motional ,feinalee-lamlIng expression
"Yes." -be cried as hefela "it's sent,- It wee the thirty-first antiversary of et conmanyin line front
Cairo to director of that corpcfration.
duc-ah, Ky., and a written acceptance In teanabi-convultlions, but the edurimer
Mr. Mantell's appearance on
'
the Chattanooga, there will
It is understood that Fish received of its terms end conditions by the cated:Physician knows that hysteria
be three
And be turned over, with a man of stage.
trunk lines roll of Padueah. Then from Harriman. payment for his in- Paducah Water company filed with is as much a disease aa smallpox. It
satisfaction, and lay like a dead man.
CAMPBELL BLOCK
the Padnesh and Evansville line the terest In ,the Railroad Securities cons- the clerk of the etty of Paducah, Ky., affects all men and women alike. inViola Allen AA [mow's. ,
Cairo packet, the Cumberland river pany, partly in. cast and partly In within ten (ii)) days after the °Metal hutnerable examples of the infectious Telephones: Office. 369; leeldence, ea.
CHAPTER XIV.
New York, Oot. it --Viola
Allen packet, the Tennessee river packets, Illinois Central stock. the *Mount of certlfieate
INSURANC E.
of its approval pith. pope: and contagions character of the malNE morning three months later atst night matte her limit New York
and the email steamers rurionig bee the latter delivered to Cgs being Aar election."
ady, he paid, are. recorded through
Guy Oscard drew up in line
appearance as Iniogen in a revival of tween Paducah and the small towns something in excess of
000 shares.
At the present time the water com- all -history.
his flying column. Ile was
"C3
he Astor theater. within a radius of no miles, the river
-mbeline" firtpany btu Installed for the use of the
going back to England with
Data' Mitchell concluded by saying
Street Car Franchise for Sale.
the first consignment of remise:Me. The piece was elaborately etneed and business here ought to be lively this
city 411 flre plugs, which under the the eagerness to take from those
During the twelve weeks that lay be- In the several dramatic eituatleans winter.
On Friday, the 26th of October, old contract are rated and cost each
Who posttest: that which the masses
hind there had been constant reference Miss Allen achieved personal mice's'.
The Russell Lord and the Castalla 1906, about the hour of 10 o'clock year as teakettle
(Incorporated.)
have given them the right to muses,
made to his little body of pitsbed men.
returned from the Hatchle river be- a, m., at the door of the City Hall, I la() fire plugs at $40.00 ...$6.0003.40
and give to those less gifted with
MEM 313-311 Ihnetsay, ma UMW
stat (be' leader had relleeteel with a
Annie Russell to Take the Road
low Memphis this morning, where will offer for sale a street car fran- 30 fire plugs at $30.00...
904.00 forethought and courage
Colleffeo '" 15 Oust... eogiTIONIS 00
grave deliberation that Moonset! wen.
has reach- 27
cured or money litYPI'ND/t1) Also 1~6 NV
When Annie Russell concludes her they had gone after tows attics. The chise, for a term of 20 years, accord- 231 fire Plugs at $25.d)...
5.f
.
75.110 ed a Stage where It needs medical
Catalogue will movluca you taut
IL,
The loot *Mite. that tt- no to him was
atmet-awful engagement as Puck In ''A Ruirsen Lord wilt leave today for the ing to ordinanee recently passed b)
uirlion••Is TAR "star dm tie rest tie
all suer in hts rearm as he reviewed
tontine.
the city council.
tee command In the cool sir of Petty Midsummer Night's Dream" at the Tennessee river after a tow,
812,675.041
Total
A German 'scientist has Invented
morning. The -Journey from Simile to Astor theater late this month, ManThe Buttorff arrived at 7:30 this.
The ordinance is on file In the Au'Crider the proposed contract this
PAIPOILatoti souAauRTE
Kemper will send morning from Clarksville and left at dltor's office and can be seen by those same service would coal the city hut
the plateare had occupied a busy two ager Wagerrhale
fRicrar.d. at the battle of Austerlits. an automatic mechanism for preventmonths, faseurd expeeted to reach 'ter with all the sumptuous dotal* noon for Nashville.
desiring to purchase. This gale is $8,220.00 for each of the Bret ten he was the greatest leader is the world. ing collisions at sea, bared them the
Retarder Snow Lean
a aown the use of Hertsean
Steele `with hie men in forty days. if the $54,00.0 production on a brief
The Henry Harley was the Evans- wade subject to the approval of the years of the contract a saving upon public It
waves. Miniature
toe
^in the
Piled op In nest square l'86444. suet' Mr tour of some of the chief eitire of the
w1d.
Rheumatism,
or
an
General Council.
ville packet today.
the nuiliber of hydrants now installed Sprahte, Buena Cuts, etc. A. C. Pitts, wireless telegraphy plants are to be
could he canted in pairs by a man of
country.
The city resef•ves the right to re- of $4.4a5.00 per annum ead for the Rodeasa, itss.. sage: "I use Ballard. placed on vessels, effective within a
Repaint on the steamer Savannah
ordinary strength, was the crop of
Snow Unilateral In my family and find
at Memphis will be completed by No- ject ally and all bids.
Respectfulla. ten year period a series of $44,- It tinexeellPal for Pore chest. headache. thousand yards radius. Two vessels
situlni'ine, roughly velum' by Victor
Immaterial.
corns.
Lett for anything that can bi Stied with this apparatus, approachYEleER,
vember 1. The Savannah then will
D. A.
Durnovo at f4o,000. Ten men could
resebed or a lleileseet"
"What color of hair do you prefer.
ing each other in a fog and with the
carry the whote of it, and the 'twenty
enter the Vicksburg and Memphis Mayor of the city of Padueah, Ky.
For each of the ;last eight years
RAI by sit driampreas.
rages set clone together on the ground Mr. Beide:km, black or blond?
ineehanism set wound at 1.00p yards
cotton trade until the new steamer
-•
which the franchise has to ruin, the
"I would not care what color it
made a bed for Guy °sward. Upon
That's Why.
give mutual and automatic warning
S. S. Brown, which will run in that
cost fat 411 hydrants would be le.The Texas Weeder
Ibis Improvised coach be gravely was, if I only had sOMe!"-Trittslat"Girls' bathing dreosee make meta
trode,
is
finished.
The
Savanneh
166
.4k whit; to the city of $6.510 Ceres all kideey, 0/adder and rbeu by. acting .upon each ether's signal,
stretched his bulk every night all ed for TranssAtlantic Tales from
look long..'
went to Memphis to enter that trade
annum or of $62,0g,) for the static troubles; eold by J. H. Oehl. Which wont& in its turn antoMati"L'Incilscreet."
Bough the haerney that foltoweda
"Men don't
.
wear girls' bathing
when
accident
the
to
the
shaft
tattled
eight years of the fran- schlaeger, out Broadway, Dr. IC. W Catty stop the eneittes
tire
iTo he ra *tutted.) •
,
came, making a total saving to the nails Office 2926 Olive street, St
Joamtin Miller
hle the Belay,'
nailed
ICI
know It, that's why "-- Hott
Divines" was light for the Dick adah Poet.
anberribe Ewe The SOIL
_between thowniatitottestrset ned-tdorets,
taunts to -the
-•
FitilAceffic for Thi'•
J.
J.
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Kentucky And 'foam*** Be- Will Regulate Value of Food

Nature!. Wang Best.
The function stren thening and tissue
building visaed
earonte, lingering and °banned' mese of diseam as pursued by Dr. Piens, is follusips after
otrestort
renzdhie..a
Natures planuissailoos
s1(h.
that is
He
cutout:
live medicinel motet
Latent
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THE BIDS OPENED 1
FOR LANG PARK
The Contract Will Not Be Let
For A Few Days.

12'EDNEADAT, OCTOTIVII BS. s

trin rADUCAH EVEN/NC SUN

Quality Talks!

BOYS AND GIRLS

"Quick Meal"
Steel Ranges

Write Us a Verse or
Story on

The Boards Fled a Rig Sentiment
Exulting for the Park Bond
home,

Means Quality
Quality is most essential in buying a
Range. If the Range lacks quality it is
bound to prove unsatisfactory.

MEWS TO BE IN GREAT FAVOR.

The board of park commission.
met yesterday afternoon, opened 6.,;
for building conctete walks in La
park, and adjourned without lett..
a contract. Weis were made by R.
eri Boswell, W. B. Mice, city, ie
t he Memphis Asphalt and Pas •
company. Emil bid on the work i..
foot, and th-• c•enmissioners will .1.
cute the amount of work to he dope
before Lhe contract is let.
The hoard also canvaseed th• situation In regard to the bond kis.
which is to be voted upon at tl,
election November 6th. and from the!
reports made the Issue .11 a ren
ular one. The board sill. in a
ability arrange for mine speakIng
dates in earth ward of the city to put
the proposition before the Pete.,.
clearly. as It finds, from the reports
thit some people do not underautod
It.
The board feels that if the peeei'•!
know that the perks won't cote the
a cent in taxation and that it s
range to take care of the bond .••••
Out of the yearly appropriatiot
which the law gives it that there
no doubt of the inane carrying.
It Is popular la all circles at.
there Is hardly any doubt of its 4'3"
Trine. The laboring men and t' •
business men are lining up for it.
and where thoroughly understood all
voters seem to favor it.
A real estate man mild today: "Tbe
increase a ay stem of parks as Is to. •
posed for Paducah.--a park in ea.'
ward, will by the increase of .'
property value, take care of the
propriatIon each year. The t•
Invested In park. is she best polavesonent that could he made, t•
the park property. Instead of de
Outing value as most public itr.;
meets do. w1:1 be worth double
twenty years. 1 am heartily in fas
of the bond issue."

Wallerstein's Bells

It is a positive fact that a good range
cannot be built at a price less than the
Quick Meal S:eel Ranges are s.oid for. If
the price is lower the quality must be
cheapened, and the range cannot last.

Prizes for the Best Two

We've built a reputation through our Quick
Meal Steel Range, and we are going to hold this
reputation by keeping the quality as heretofore
Quick Meal Steel Ranges are not made to
meet cheap competition or gaudy imitations,
but to outlast and give better service than any
other Range on the market.
Quick Meal Steel Ranges more than justify
the difference in coat, through the amount you
will save on repairs, should you pnrchese a

Probably, every man, woman and child in Paducah knows
of the great success

of our "at home" last Thursday, and

the hit we made with our souvenir bells.
You could see, and hear them al: over the city;

the

aldermen were disturbed in theit deliberations. and called
on

h, thief of pollee to qu et the racket, and

sleeper awakened by "Lb• tinkle of the

many

newspapers and has

lower priced one.

a

bails." Walter-

Vein's belk.
The Incident was deemed worthy of

notice

by the

L.W.HENNEBERGER CO.
"The House of Quality." Sign of the Big Hatchet.

suggested an idea to us. We watt a

composition, or story: as the newspapers call It, o4le verse
upon it, and shall offer two prime of five dollars In

Both Phones 176.

v*

written by a boy. The composition to

• ontaln two hundred words or less.
The contest is open to every school boy or girl In Pa-

urday at noon

Mr. R. R. Willson, editor of the News-Dein

new, and Mr L. V. Armentrout, of The San, ssilltbe the
judges, and make the awards, and the prize rontramtions
wi be publkhed early next week.
Read the announrements of the opening In the afternorm papers of Wednesday and Thursday, and the newispaper comments on the incident In Friday 'a papers for ma-

PROVF.S A SOWERS AM DETERBENT TO (N).‘l. THIEVES.

The police are looking for a "ginger colci-r- negress clircrthg a Package with the Harbor firm name on It
and a box of shoes from the Lendler
& Lydon store. They want the shoes
particularly, and alive an explanation
woman confiscated
as to why the
them.
This morning at 141 o'clock NI,
Joseph Mattison left the Lendler
Lydon shoe store with a pair
shoes she had just purchased. TI
next stop was made at .1. R. Rohet .
dry goods store where Mrs. Mattlee,
laid the shoes on the counter n•
the front. The negro woman w
standing near. The shoos were nereturn. •
Mattison
ed when Mrs.
from the rear, and so, abaci, tra,i
negro. No one saw the theft. hut
the negro was the only person in
store at the time, she Is suspected
Notice to Owls.
The Owl lodge k eaLed to meet at
the old F:. 1k hall on North
street Thursday night.
L. B. R AOAN Reeretary
Dee& Filed.
Chester M. Vance in A. A. Hunt
and others, property In the (-ciente,
/1 and other consideration
11115aefihr for The Bon.

Broadway, 36th and 37th Sta., Herald Square, New York
Most Centrally Located Hetet on
Broadway. Oaly ten minutes walk
to 25 leading theatres. Completely
renovated and transformed in every
department. Up-tu-date in all reapects. Telephone in each room.
Four Beautiful Dining Rastas
with Capacity of 1200.

The Famous
German Restaurant

405
Broadway

SHOT GUN PATROL

The "shotgun patrol" established
la the local Illinois Central
'yards
by Special Policeman Dirk tolbert
has proven a secrete' and there is a
conspicuous absence of coal Pickers
In the yards, especially those of Jay 'mile class
"I shot only one coal picker and I
will tell Yon he certainly did run.'
the policeman related. "He was a
boy of about 15 years and had
a
basket and push cart stetting cOd
T u-ed beans in my shot gun and ,.
liLni have both barrels. He screamed
and started running I think he Is
going yet."
In his haste the negro dropped 1,
cap and never onre stopped to rega
It. The policeman ha* it as a souve, nir of the first action of the "shotgun patrol."

Hotel Marlborough

Cochran
Shoe
Company

ducah, and the contributions must be in our office by Sat-

teMal for your composItion.

Coal Pickers Are Now Conspicuomi
by Their Absence In the
Yard..

422-424 Broadway

gold

eat h for the Pest article written by • girl and the othe!
for the hest article

•

.3"eee IMPOADWAY
A4141CA
E•tabliiih•d 1666

NO COAL PANIC

"Fine" needs emphasis when
describing the Hanan Shoe.
Other,shoesfiave borrowed the
word and abused it.
Let's say "satisfaction" instead—satisfaction based on fit,
comfort, style and service.
That's what you get with
every pair of Hanan Shoes.
Low-priced, we think, for
what they offer.
$5.00 and up
For men and women.

••

Broadway's chief attraction for Special Food Dishes and Popular Mull,
Eatemet Elm. NI Reeiss. ill leas.
• ton he Rear $1.50 said %sprawl. 12.00 and oww•al with bads. Parise. Bedroom as/ Dash
$3.00 aid uerssil. $1.00 extra where ewe pewee. occupy•lapels nem
W1IFFIC FOR 1100ALLET.

SWEENEY-TIERNEY HOTEL COMPANY
E. M. TTERNEY. Masaget

One pair sells
another.
That's quality.

DR J. D. SMITH. of Paducah
Anti-License Prohibition Candlete
for Congress.

•

The way to kill an
evil Is Is shoot It tO
death with your vote.

•

With

The way to perpetu
ate an evil is to regulate, restrict and protect it With your vote.

YOUR FIRST THOUGHT

Bradley Bros.
Telephone 339

When dwelling on the Plum`)Ing 'or Heating question
Who's the best to see
Ask your neighbor. Oftener than

IF YOU WANT THE TRAFFIC DESTROYED
I WANT YOUR VOTE.

:
not
s--_

he will refer you tO

HEALTI AND VITALITt

E. D. HANNAN
Plumbing, Heating, Gas Filling
132 South Pourth
325% Kentuzky
Ellatis Phonon 201

&FIER
MOLD RV

Coal Yards 922 Madison Street.

I"
,wk. IIECYVVIIII
OfIAAITMOIALXDF
The great remed7 for herr, urnetratIon ard all diseases .atalnrysiriall
the generate-.
organs of e ther sex, suet all Nervous Prostration. Patting or Lost
Miushood
Impotency. Nightiy Emissions, Youthful
Errors. Mensal worry, sgoessiiss us
Tobacco or Opium which lead to Consumptioe sail Inseam' With eve.
55 order we guarantee' cure or vetand the n'noe
NINNY

.11

MKT AND

G. C. C. KOLB,-PADUCA.11, KY.

Subscribe for THE SUN and get the news

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE SUN

while it is news.
'OMR

COLE'S ORIGINAL HOT BLAST THE CLEAN STOVE
DUST PROOF

Saws bow Dueness Aab OM, isaill•welke
modern 'seabed. (rassassa)

Cole's Original Hot Blast Is the cleanest
stove ever placed on the market. Our method
of removing ashes shown by cut No. 1, is perfectly clean and overcomes the many objections
to the ash pan used in other stoves. The elbow
draft casting with its upward slant allows the
empty ooalhod to be get under the draft so that
no ashes or coals can be spilled on the floor. Our
patented dustless ash cover shown by illustration
is furnished free with Now, 122, 152, 1/42 and
190 stoves. It keeps down every particle of dust
in removing ashes, a feature that will be appreciated by every tidy housekeeper.
Ash pans wben used in other stoves are too small to
bold a full 24 hours' accumulation of ashes. They
are usually over-filled when removed, and the ashes
in the bottom of the stove are dragged out on to the
carpet, as shovel by cat No. 2. You ma all tam-

liter with the ash pan method, and have, no doubt,
gone through the procesa many times of sprsarting
a nevorp-.per or cloth under your stove every time
the over-filled pan is removed.
The ash pan is not only dirty, but is a great evil
in stove construction; It adds a door and joints
which can be made only temporarily air-tight by
the use of stove putty. These joints open after a
few weeks' use, rendering ash pan stoves worthless
as fire keepers, and makes them fuel-eaters rather
than fuel-savers. The ash pan and the shield for
guiding ashes into the pan, also prevent base heat.
Our method is the only clean way. The
whisk broom,turkey wing and dust cloth
are dispensed with. There are no joints to
leak air, base beat is not retarded and Cole's Hot
Blast is the cleanest stove, the best floor heater
and the only stove In the world which can be
guaranteed to remain always Mr-tight

SMOKE PROOF

The feed door on this stove is guaranteed smoke
proof and does away with the escape of smoke, soot
and gas into the home. Side feed doom used on
ether stoves discharge a cloud of gas and soot-ladcoed smoke into the house and scatter soot and
ashes over the carpet when opened.
Another point: Is feeding coal into a side feed
doer it has to be thrown into the stove, which
usually results in scattering much of it over the
floor. With our cleanly smoke proof feed door
the coal is poured into the stove even to the dust
In the bottom of the hod without a particle being
spilled on the floor.
This clean and economical stove burns the gases
which often escape into the rooms with other
stoves. The annoyance and dirt from kindling
new firm is dispensed with, as the rooms are heated up for two or three hours each morning with
the fuel put in the night before and the H•ro is
Never Out. COLE'S ORIGINAL HOT
BLAST is the cleanest stove made and will more
than save Its colt in fuel each winter.

Cart Ms.
Shows the dirty ask pm maim*

N. GARDNER, Jr. CO., Furniture, Carpets, Stoves and Ranges
114-116 South Third Street.

